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PREAMBLE
This Agreement entered into this day of , by and betwecn the Board of Cooperntive
Educational Services of the Second Supervisory District of Suffolk County (hereinafter referred to
as the "Board"), and the BOCES Faculty Association (hereinafter referred to as the "Association").
The Association recognizes that the Board has the legal authority and responsibility to make final
decisions in the educational and fiscal affairs of this BOCES pursuant to the Education Laws of the
State of New York.
The Association and the Board agree that the Public Employees' Fair Employment Law, Article 14
of the Civil Service Law, Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967 (I), serves as a legal and constructive
approach to public employee negotiations.
,.
Accordingly, both parties agree that the letter and the spirit of this contract, as well as all other
working relationships which evolve during the course of the contract shall be observed within the
provisions and rules of the Public Employees' Fair Employment Law.
FURTHERMORE, the Association agrees not to engage in a strike and agrees not to cause,
instigate, encourage, or condone a strike.
The Board recognizes the professional responsibility of the Association for maintaining and
improving standards of teaching as well as contributing to the development of educational policy.
The Association and the Board further agree that through a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect
the highest quality services and educational programs can be obtained for the member school
districts of this BOCES. Both parties agree, during the duration of this contract, not to circumvent
the intent of this agreement.
In consideration of the foregoing and in order to effectuate the provisions of Chapter 392 of the
Laws of 1967 (I), the Board and the Association do hereby agree as follows:
( I) as amended
ARTICLE I
THE AGREEMENT
A. Appropriate Unit
!,
The appr')priate employer-employee negotiating unit in accordance with Article 14 of the Civil
Service Law to which this Agreement applies consists of all certified personnel and other
personne teaching pursuant to the authority of the regulations of the Commissioner of
Educatioll of the State of New York, except casual and temporary employees, and all outdoor
learning lab employees who teach students 50% of the time or more and excluding the District
Superintendent, Associate Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, Directors, Assistant
Directors. Business Manager, Personnel Administrator, and other Administrative personnel
holding illtennediate supervisory positions.
B. Recognit on
The recognition of the Association by the Board pursuant to Article 14 of the Civil Service
Law as tte exclusive representative of the employees in the employer-employee negotiating
unit defined in Section A. above is confinned and extended for the maximum period pennitted
bylaw.
C. Duration
This Agn:ement shall be effective from July I, 1996 through June 30, 2000 and from year to
year theJ'fafter, unless either party gives written notice by January I, 2000 or any subsequent
January I as may correspond to a year of subsequent renewal, to the other of intent to negotiate
new or ct anged tenns of agreement.
D. Renegotiation
I. The Association will make every reasonable effort to infonn the Board of initial contract
propnsals requiring specific budget allocations by February I of any given year.
2. The Board agrees to furnish the Association with the following infonnation regarding
Unit I personnel:
a. Population per salary level (scattergram) within ten working days of the Association's
I~uest.
b. l~ame, address, teaching code, home and school phone numbers, program and
I lUilding assignment prior to September 15th.
c. Additions, deletions, changes in item b. within five working days after the Board
meeting at which action was taken.
d. Policies adopted by the Board within five working days after the Board meeting at
which action was taken.
e. :;eniority lists by tenure area to the Association no later than March 15th. This list is
IIOt subject to grievance, arbitration or litigation.
f. Job descriptions shall be required for any new positions unlike Unit I positions
existing as of 6/30/81. For those positions created after 7/1/81 which are recognized
as part of Unit I, BOCES will furnish job descriptions within 30 days of the
Association's request.
3. The Board will provide the Association promptly with copies of such finalized agreements
as it may have which have been made with representatives of other Board-employee
negotiating units.
E. Priority of Agreement
I. Where the provisions of this Agreement are in conflict with Board policy or procedures,
this Agreement shall govern, except as provided by law.
"
2. Nothing herein shall be construed to deny or restrict the rights of any employee or the
rights of the Board under the New York State Education or Civil Service Laws or any
other applicable laws and regulations. The rights granted hereunder shall be deemed in
addition to those provided elsewhere.
3. If any provision of this Agreement is or becomes invalid or legally unenforceable, all
other provisions of this Agreement shall nevertheless continue in full force and effect and
the parties will meet forthwith upon request to negotiate substitute tenns for such invalid
or unenforceable provision.
F. Maintenance of Standards
Rates of compensation and fringe benefits in effect prior to this Agreement and not changed by
this Agreement shall not be reduced during the tenn of this Agreement.
G. Finality of Agreement
I. It is agreed that all negotiations relative to this Agreement shall cease, unless pursuant to
specific provisions herein to the contrary, and that the tenns and conditions of
employment provided in this Agreement shall remain in effect until the tennination date
of the Agreement unless altered by mutual consent in writing by the Board and the
Association.
2. IF LEGISLATIVE ACTION IS REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT BY LAW OR BY AN APPROPRIA nON, SUCH PROVISION
SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL IT HAS BEEN APPROVED BY SUCH
LEGISLATIVE ACTION.
H. Copies of the Agreement
Copies of this Agreement shall be prepared at the expense of the Board and shall be given to
all employees as follows:
I. Continuing Employees
-
by September 15 or not later than 30 days after the signing of the
Agreement, whichever is later.
2
2. New Employees
- As per item (I) above or within 30 days of employment, whichever is
later.
I. Managtment Rights
Unless I:xpressly provided otherwise in this Agreement, the Board reserves the right to:
I. Direct the work of its employees.
2. Hir~, promote within Unit I, transfer, assign and retain employees in positions within the
BOCES.
3. Smpend or discharge employees for just cause.
., 4. Maintain the efficiency of the school operation.
5. Determine services to be rendered by the BOCES.
6. Determine methods and means necessary to catTy out the mission of the BOCES.
7. Be the policy making and governing body of the BOCES.
ARTICLE II
ASSOCIA TION STATUS AND RJGHTS
A. Right of Organization
Employ'~s shall have the right to join and participate in the activities of the Association.
B. Right of Representation
I. Em ,Ioyees shall have the right to be represented by the Association to negotiate
collectively with the Board in the determination of compensation and terms and
conjitions of employment, and the administration of grievances.
2. A l'nit I member will be given 24 hour notice, where possible, when summoned by the
adnlinistratorl supervisor to a conference which may lead to disciplinary action, demotion
or dismissal. The member shall have the right to be accompanied by a Union
replesentative of the member's choice. The administrator may also have another member
of ti1e Administration present.
3. If a conference in session develops along the lines indicated in paragraph 2 of this section,
the :onference must be immediately recessed, at the member's or administrator's request,
unti I the provisions of the previous requirements are met.
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C. Non-Discrimination
1. The Board or the Association will not directly or indirectly discourage or deprive or
coerce any employee in the enjoyment of any rights conferred by law.
2. The Board or the Association will not discriminate against any employee because of
membership or participation in any activities of the Association.
3. This Agreement will be applied without regard to race, creed, religion, color, national
origin, age, sex, marital status or handicapping conditions.
D. Dues, Deductions, and Remittance
1. Before October I st of each year, the Association will deliver to the Business Manager any
assignments signed by Unit I personnel authorizing bi-weekly the deduction of
Association, N.Y.S.U.T. and A.F.T. membership dues and assessments.
..
2. Such assignments shall be made on fonns supplied by the Association, and may, at the
option of the Association provide for varying dues amounts of 100% dues deduction or
50% dues deduction for different classes of employees (Le., teaching assistants, part time
personnel ).
3. Deduction fonns shall remain in effect pennanently unless written revocation of such
authorization is submitted to the Business Manager by August 1st of the school year.
4. Deductions shall be made in 20 equal payments commencing with the first full bi-weekly
paycheck.
5. Dues deductions for other professional organizations shall be made if the teacher files a
separate authorization fonn.
6. Dues will be transmitted in a lump sum to the Association Treasurer within five working
days following each pay period.
E. Agency Shop Fee Deduction
1. Pursuant to Chapter 677 of the Laws of 1977, as amended, BOCES agrees to deduct from
the salary of employees represented by the Association who are not members of the
Association an amount equivalent to the dues payable by a member as provided in section
"D" above.
2. This fee will be deducted in 20 equal payments commencing with the first full bi-weekly
paycheck.
3. This fee will be transmitted to the Association Treasurer within five working days
following each pay period.
4. The Association agrees to save BOCES harmless from any claim, cost, grievance,
litigation or judgment arising from the agency shop fee deduction or the application of the
provision of the agency shop fee deduction item.
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5. The Association agrees to establish and to continuously maintain a procedure to process
em ployee claims concerning the agency shop fee deduction as required by law.
F. Use of Board Facilities
The AS:iociation may use appropriate and designated areas of Board controlled buildings for
meetin£ s of employees and Association functions by making appl ication in advance to the
building administrator and by conforming to reasonable rules and regulations concerning such
usage.
G. Bulletin Boards
.,
The Association shall have the right to place a bulletin board in the teachers' lounge or other
appropriate location in each Board controlled building in a manner and location approved by
the Board for the purpose of posting materials dealing with the business and activities of the
Association.
-
--- ~
~
---
--H. Associat ion Time
To the e:(tent required by this Agreement and the mutual obligation of the parties to administer
its terms, building representatives and other duly authorized representatives of the Association
may, where made necessary by the specific circumstances of each case, investigate and process
grievanc ~ on school property and during the school day but without interference with school
operatiolls. Association business of an internal nature may also be transacted on school
property but not during school hours (with the exception of the individual teacher's
non-teac ling time). It is agreed that such business shall be conducted in a manner which shall
not interlere with school operations. The Association will furnish the Board a list of all such
representatives of the Association.
I. Associat:on Leave
The Ass(ciation shall be granted 20 business days with pay for its representatives to attend
conferenl:es conventions, and conduct local business upon reasonable notice to the District
Superintt:ndent.
The Asscciation President may apply for additional business days beyond the 20 with reason,
subject tc the District Superintendent's approval and with denial of additional days not
grievable, The cost for subs under this provision shall be borne by BOCES.
J. AddressiJ Ig Board's General Meetings
The Association shall be granted the privilege of addressing the faculty prior to adjournment of
the Distrit:t Superintendent's first General Meeting ofthe school year.
K. Building t:ommittees
Buildings may establish committees of administration and staff to discuss items of mutual
agreement at nutually agreed to times. Committees, where established, will include BFA building
representative/'s ).
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ARTICLE III
PROFESSIONAL STATUS AND RIGHTS
A. Labor/Management Committee
I. In recognition of the mutual benefits which may be realized through the sustained
cooperative efforts of staff members and administrators, the BOCES Labor/ Management
Committee shall be instituted during the tenn of this Agreement.
2. It shall be the purpose of the Committee to provide a systematic and continuing
opportunity throughout the school year wherein representatives of Unit I and designated
administrators may jointly study and discuss matters of mutual concern. The scope of the
work of the Committee shall properly include, but not necessarily be limited to, the
following:
-
.
a. the development of a fonnal policies handbook
b. teacher transfers
c. facilities
d. the review of applications for leaves of absence and mini grants
e. continued development and review of teacher evaluation procedures and instruments
f. program materials
g. BOCES acknowledges that those employees in the classification of school
psychologists and/or social workers are bound to follow the Codes of Ethics of their
professional organizations. Therefore, the Labor Management Committee shall be a
forum for the discussion of matters relating to the Codes of Ethics established by the
American Psychological Association for school psychologists and by the National
Association of Social Workers established for social workers. These discussions and
deliberations may include reference to and consideration of the aforesaid professional
Codes of Ethics and practices of the agency that may conflict with said Codes of
Ethics.
h. upon request, BOCES will discuss the effect of the tenns and conditions of labor
agreements with BOCES and other negotiating units.
3. Committee Membership shall include:
UnitI Others
I Pres.of FacultyAssn I DistrictSuperintendent
2 Members of the Executive Board I Assoc. Supt.-Personnel
I Personnel Administrator
4. The Committee shall hold ten regular meetings during the School Year, the first meeting
to be held not later than September 21.
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5. Meetings may be scheduled or canceled by mutual agreement.
6. Agl1ed to agenda shall be submitted in advance.
7. Labc rlManagement Committee shall meet within ten days notice from either party.
8. Informal notes may be kept.
9. Mattl:rs which are "grievable" may be pursued further. .
10. Decidons made by the LaborlManagement Committee are not subject to grievances,
arbibation or litigation by Faculty Association or BOCES.
B. Teacher ObservationlEvaluation Procedures and Instruments
I. Each teacher will be observed by an appropriate supervisor in accordance with the
follm I'ing schedule:
TenUied and non-tenured teachers
- at least one observation per year.
Non-tenured teachers who may not be receiving tenure must be observed at least three
times in the non-tenured year, one prior to Jan. I, the second prior to March I and the third
prior 10 May 1 and each observation shall be at least one month apart.
2. Prior \0 each observation, the teacher will receive five working days' notice of said
obsefl'ation. Notice time may be extended or shortened subject to mutual agreement of
superdsor and teacher.
3. The teacher and supervisor will cooperatively schedule a Pre-Observation Conference or
they n lay mutually agree to waive the pre-observation conference.
4. The teacher and supervisor will mutually discuss identified goals, objectives, instructional
strateg ies, IEP's for Special Education, and evaluation techniques as prepared by the
teacher on the Pre-Observation Conference form. Modifications will be noted as agreed
to.
5. Durin!: the course of the formal observation, the supervisor will record as carefully as
possib.e what actually takes place during the instructional period.
6. Within five working days after the observation, the supervisor will provide the teacher
with a copy of his or her report of the observation.
7. Within five working days after the observation, the teacher and supervisor will
cooperltively schedule a Post-Observation Conference for review of the observation
record.
8. During the Post - Observation Conference, the supervisor and teacher will discuss the
report ;md record teacher strengths and areas for improvement as found in Appendix 3.
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9. Instruments used to record information are the Pre-Observation Conference form, the
Observation Report and the Post-Observation Conference form which will be signed as
acknowledgment by teacher and supervisor prior to filing in the teacher's permanent
record folder. (see appendix 1,2,28, and 3)
10. This process should in no way be construed to limit the number of teacher observations to
one per year or preclude requests for additional observations.
II. Alternate instruments for non-classroom situations will be mutually developed. These
instruments will be reviewed and approved by the Labor Management Committee.
12. The total evaluation process will consist of an assessment of the formal observations
conducted during the school year as well as reports of classroom visitations and all other
reports filed by the designated supervisor or supervisors.(See Appendix 4)
..
13. Teachers on probation and not being recommended for tenure as well as teachers facing
possible disciplinary action may request and shall receive an additional observation by a
different supervisor.
C. Observation of Teaching Assistants
I. Observation of teaching assistants will be performed by supervisory personnel.
2. Tenured and non-tenured teaching assistants will be observed a minimum of one time in
each school year.
3. Pre-Observation Conferences, if utilized, will be attended by the teacher, teaching
assistant and the supervisor. At this conference, the teacher will outline the
responsibilities in which the teaching assistant is to be evaluated.
4. Additional teaching assistant observations may be conducted at the request of either the
teacher or the teaching assistant.
5. In circumstances of discord between the teaching assistant and teacher, additional
observations will be conducted at the request of either the teaching assistant or the teacher.
D. Personnel Folders
I. Within five days of making a request, teachers shall have the righ.t to examine their
personnel folder and to receive copies of materials therein with the exception of letters of
reference.
2. Teachers will be notified and sent a copy of any material to be added to their personnel
folder. This material shall contain the statement which reads "Personnel Filellnitials
Required
3. No materials shall be placed in the folder unless the teacher has acknowledged that he/she
has'read such materials by initialing them. The foregoing shall not apply to salary notices,
college transcripts, employment information and organizational material but shall apply to
material of an evaluative nature.
8
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4. Such initialing shall not be deemed to constitute agreement by the teacher with the content
of the materials; however, a teacher may not refuse to initial such materials for a period
lor ger than two working days.
5. Th,: teacher, after initialing the materials, shall have the right to file a written response
within 30 days which must be attached to the materials placed in the folder. A 30 day
extl:nsion for legal reasons will be granted upon receiving a written request explaining
sarLe. BOCES must acknowledge receipt of the response by initialing a copy for the
teaeher.
E. Yearly ~lotice Concerning Reappointment
\.
Yearly n )tice of the Program Director's positive or negative recommendation to the District
Superintl :ndent concerning reappointment of probationary teachers, shall be given in writing to
the teach:r not later than June 15th. The giving of such notice, however, shall not be deemed
to prevent the later termination of a probationary teacher's service because of circumstances
arising after notice of reappointment given.
F. Transfer of Teacher
I. To th e extent feasible, effort will be made not to transfer or reassign a probationary
teach:r so that the probationary period can be served in the school building of original
assigllment.
2. Transfer of a probationary teacher to a different tenure area will necessitate the serving of
a new probationary period. Should such a teacher be reassigned to the original tenure
area, lull credit will be given for probationary service previously served in that area, if
such service is adjudged to have been satisfactory.
G. Request fo' Transfer
By May 15 of each year of the contract, teachers who wish to be transferred will make such
request kncwn to their Divisional Director. Transfers in all cases will be at the discretion of
the Board and the administration.
H. Job Protection
I. In the e vent of any program curtailment resulting in reduction in staff: layoffs shall be
made ir. inverse order of seniority by tenure area.
2. Teachers laid off shall receive preferential treatment for vacancies in other program tenure
areas fo' a period not to exceed two years. They shall not be discriminated against by
reason c f salary placement for these positions.
3. If certifi,:d, or eligible for certification within the two year period, an excessed teacher will
be employed before any teacher new to BOCES for ajob vacancy existing in one of the
followin~ categories, provided the employee was excessed from a position falling within
the same category. As defined in Appendix (5).
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4. Any excessed teacher who is ineligible for a teaching position under the provisions of
Paragraph 3 above due to lack of certification shall receive preferential treatment for
employment in a vacant teaching assistant position. Additionally, he/she will receive a
regular substitute position, for which he/she holds a valid certificate, before any teacher
new to BOCES.
5. The following shall apply to an excessed teacher who has failed to obtain a position under
the provision of Paragraph 3 above, because the vacant position falls outside a category
containing the ones from which the teacher was excessed, and the teache~s request for
employmenthasbeenrejectedby BOCES. .
a. If certified, or eligible for certification within the two year period, the excessed
teacher will be provided by BOCES with a written statement of the reasons why the
teache~s request for appointment to the vacancy has been rejected by BOCES on the
ground of lack of qualifications for the vacant position. ..
b. The union may institute a grievance on behalf of the affected teacher, and may
thereupon submit a demand that the same be immediately submitted to expedited
arbitration. The issue before the arbitration shall be limited to review of the BOCES
decision to reject the application of the teacher, due to lack of qualifications for the
vacant position.
c. The arbitrator shall be selected from the following list in rotating order:
(I) HowardEdelman
(2) BonnieSiberWeinstock
(3) TheodoreLang
d. The Decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on all parties.
e. The party who loses the arbitration shall pay all costs of the arbitrators assigned.
I. Tenured Staff Provisions: 1996-2000
I. Members of Unit I who are on staff and who have been granted tenure effective on or
before September 1st are assured of continuous employment with no loss of base salary or
seniority from September through June of the school year.
2. The Board retains the right to dismiss tenured personnel at any time for cause consistent
with any and all laws pertaining thereto.
3. The Board is not obligated to fill positions vacated for any reason during the period July I,
1996 through June 30, 2000.
4. The Board reserves the right during the period July I, 1996 through June 30, 2000 to
terminate tenured staff in the event of the withdrawal of two or more districts from
participation in a program which results in insufficient income being available to BOCES
to sustain said positions and/or programs or should funding from outside source(s) be
insufficient to sustain the positions or programs. The Board shall be the sole determiner of
the necessary budget allocations for all programs. BOCES agrees that all information
supporting reductions in program or positions shall be transmitted to the union in labor
management.
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5. The Association specifically waives the applicability of section 209-a (I)e of the Taylor
law tD the above provisions following expiration of this Agreement on June 30, 2000.
J. Extra-Classroom Assignments
I. The Board shall employ auxiliary personnel to assist teachers of special education in their
assig:1ed duties. The assigned duties of such auxiliary personnel shall vary according to
the ",~s of each unit and shall be agreed upon by the faculty and building administration
subject to the approval of the Director of Special Education. Such duties will include, but
shall not be necessarily limited to, lunch room supervision. playground activities and bus
dutie:i.
2. Teaching and extra class assignments will be made with the intention that the assignments
of pn Ifessional staff members will be as equal as possible.
3. The ) early schedules for teaching and extra class assignments will be reviewed with the
build'ng representatives of Faculty Association with the intention of minimizing unequal
assignments for teaching and extra class assignments.
4. Psychologists and social workers will be assigned only those extra duties which do not
invohe direct contact with pupils such as lunch, hall, bus and playground duty. Those
extra non-contact duties will be in place of the direct contact duties performed by the other
profe:isional staff members.
K. Professioral Development
I. Confi:rences
a. Conference attendance shall be determined by mutual agreement between the District
Superintendent and the Association. Approved expenses of such conference shall be
bDme in full by the Board.
b. Final approval for all such conference attendance and for the payment of expenses
lies with the District Superintendent.
c. Problems arising from this clause are not grievable but will be referred to the
LaborlManagement Committee for review.
d. E OCES will provide a list of non-conference approvals to the LaborlManagement
c)mmittee upon request of the Association. Such non- approvals and reasons for
d ~nial shall be discussed with the Association.
e. Request for conference attendance shall be processed in accordance with conference
approval request forms and shall not be held at any interim level in the approval
p'Ocess.
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2. Visitation Days
The Board and the Association mutually recognize the value of teachers' visitation to
facilities of other communities to observe relevant programs, compare methods, and
interchange ideas. To the extent it is practicable to do so, the Board shall review requests
for such visitation days as affirmatively as circumstances permit.
3. Mini-Grants
a. Any Unit I member may apply to the District Superintendent to conduct a research,
planning or problem solving project.
b. Such projects must be related to a BOCES need or concern.
c. Applications must give details of the project including a time limit and estimated
costs.
d. Final approval lies with the District Superintendent.
e. This provision is not subject to grievance, arbitration or litigation.
f. The Association shall receive a copy of all proposals and decisions.
4. Appropriation
a. An appropriation for each year of the contract and non-cumulative @ $20,000 shall
be made to fund items I, 2 and 3 above.
b. There shall be no denial of items t, 2 or 3 above based on lack of funds until the
$20,000 appropriation has been expended.
c. Substitutes which may be required for these items shall not be charged to the
appropriation.
L. Certification
All uncertified personnel in Unit I who fail to take six credits toward the satisfaction of their
deficiencies each year as prescribed by the Regulations of the Commissioner will, if
reemployed, be retained on their present salary step. Advancement to the following step will
be made upon completion of six credits in the next school year. Advancement to the proper
step based upon years of service will be made upon completion of required certification.
M. Involuntary Transfer
I. Individual teachers to be involuntarily transferred will receive a letter from the divisional
director providing reasons for the transfer. Meeting with an administrator to discuss such
transfer is at the unit member's option.
2. Transfers made between October 31 and May 31 shall be subject to THIRTY (30) days'
notice. If the transferred teacher objects, the transfer will not be made pending review at
LaborlManagement, except if the transfer is occasioned by emergency circumstances.
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3. T~lchers being transferred from one handicapping area to another may request and shall
reo:ive orientation and, if deemed appropriate by BOCES, inservice courses at BOCES'
expense before the transfer takes place. The inservice courses should assist the teacher in
updating skills in the new area.
4. Every effort will be made not to transfer a teacher more than once in four years.
S. In cases where teachers are returning from leave or in situations where programs are
tran:iferred from one building to another, BOCES and the Association agree that this shall
not he deemed involuntary transfer.
ARTICLE IV
WORKJNG CONDITIONS
A. Work Da't/Work Year
1. Maximum limits of working hours shall be:
WOFK DAY
a. Wilson Tech and GOE: IS minutes prior to the start of the a.m. session and 15
minutes after the end of the p.m. session.
b. Special Education Schools: 30 minutes prior to the start of morning classes to 30
minutes after dismissal of classes in the afternoon unless specified otherwise by
\\ ritten agreement.
c. Itinerants, SAC, D&P, ALC:
Single District Assignment: Work day of that district.
More than One District: No longer than the work day of the longest, nor
shorter than the work day of the shortest of the districts worked.
d. U.yover time: If a class starts earlier or ends later, causing the lengthening of the
normal workday, the teacher shall be paid 11200 pro-rata for the additional time.
WORK YEAR
e. BOCES Facilities: As per the BOCES adopted calendar.
f. Sir gle District Assignment: As per the school district adopted calendar.
g. Me re than One District Assignment: By arrangement with the divisional director (No
more days than the highest district calendar and no fewer days than the lowest district
calc:ndar.
2. The responsibility for arriving for duty before and remaining for duty after the school day
in accor:lance with the professional demands of their specific assignment and attendant
responsibilities for student welfare is recognized by Unit I personnel.
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B. Duty-Free Periods
I. A.11 personnel shall have a duty-free lunch period of 30 minutes during the course of the
Standard Work Day as provided for in Section A. above. Such duty-free lunch period
shall be scheduled during mid-day, which is defined as including the period II: 15 a.m.
through I :00 p.m.
2. In addition, every effort in Special Ed will be made to arrange scheduling so as to provide
for a duty free prep period for Special Ed teachers in Special Ed facilities.
C. Class Size
1. Class size for vocational courses and class size for SpeciaJ Education classes, will be
detennined by mutual agreement of the faculty member(s) concerned and the Program
Administrator.
2. In the event that an agreement cannot be reached concerning class size or a change in class
size, the Board reserves the right to set class size not to exceed state maximums.
3. The tenn "state maximums" shall include increases in class size granted by way of a
variance issued by the State Education Department.
4. For the school year in question, however, all applications for variances must be premised
upon the educational interests of the students affected, and not initiated for the purpose of
avoiding the cost of establishment of a separate class.
5. The Board must first consult with the Association prior to making application for a
waiver. In connection herewith, BOCES shall supply the Association with appropriate
written documentation supporting the application. Thereafter, BOCES shall be free to
submit said application to the State Education Department.
6. In the event that the Association believes that the requested variance violates the provision
of subsection 4 above, the Association may, thereupon, file a demand for arbitration
pursuant to the appropriate level of the grievance procedure (either Levell or II). The
burden of proof of compliance with subsection 4 shall be upon the BOCES.
7. In addition to the consultations required above, BOCES will consult with the Association
when there is an over max class size where BOCES' intent is to establish an additional
class within a thirty day period, and not file for a state variance within a thirty day period.
8. BOCES will authorize an above quota aide pool above nonnal staffing patterns to
minimize unavailability of aides due to absences in the period from December 1st through
March 31st of the school year.
9. BOCES will authorize extra aides for such classes as described above and for classes
where a variance is being requested.
10. Continuous, chronic, long tenn student absentees or no show students shall not be counted
in the register of the class for the purposes of detennining application of class size
maximum.
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II. Where there is a need to make reassignment of an aide due to aide absences, BOCES will
use its best efforts to make equitable temporary reassignments of aides, taking into
cor.sideration staffing ratios and student absences.
D. Attendance at Faculty, Department, and Curriculum Meetings
Personnel shall be required to devote time not to exceed a maximum of one hour per week to
faculty Ineetings, and up to two hours per month to department and/or curriculum meetings
called b:' authorized supervisory or administrative personnel. All such time shall be rendered
in additi)n to the Standard Work Day as provided for in Section A. above. Tuesday shall be
designat:d as meeting day each week. Attendance at Tuesday meetings is mandatory for
member.; of Unit I.
E. Schedult: of Board Meetings
A schedule setting forth the Regular Monthly Meetings of the Board for the school year will be
prepared by the Board in September and copies made available to each Board facility for
posting i:t a prominent place therein.
F. BOCES .. Related Meetings
I. The :naximum attendance required shall be five meetings per year.
2. Teachers assigned to more than one building shall attend meetings commensurate with
time assigned to each facility. Attendance at such meetings shall be by agreement among
tead er, head teacher, and program director.
3. Teac lers taking courses for certification will be excused from attendance at meetings
whic 1conflict with class attendance. To the extent possible, every effort shall be made on
the put of teachers to attend meetings after said courses have been dismissed.
4. BOCES - related meetings shall take precedence over attendance at courses not required
for e<:rtification.
5. In onler to assist in the effective scheduling of all BOCES-related meetings to be held
durin.~ the school year, all teache.rs who intend to engage in approved course work
between September I and June 30 shall file data with the Board immediately upon having
completed registration, setting forth the titles of all courses, the starting"and ending dates,
as well as the days and hours on which such classes are to be held. This provision shall
not a~lply to previously approved course work to be taken during the months of July and
Auguit.
6. Supervisory personnel shall consider course times and dates in scheduling meetings, in an
effort to minimize conflicts.
G. School Ca:endar
I. BOCE:S will consult with the Faculty Association as the calendar is developed.
2. BOCtS will adopt the unified area calendar and will distribute copies to all member of
UnitI.
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3. The Faculty Association and BOCES will jointly agree to the date of the annual
Superintendent's Conference Day.
H. Daily Lesson Plan
Recognizing that careful planning for instruction is a prerequisite to effective learning, each
classroom teacher insures that a daily written lesson plan for each subject or class, at least in
outline fonna~ will be available at the beginning of each instructional day whether or not the
teacher is present.
I. Student Counseling
In the belief that the human relations aspect of the teaching-learning process is fundamental
(and that teachers inevitably serve as important models for young people), all faculty members
agree to be accessible to students who need extra help or counseling in regard to school or
personal problems; further, that they shall from time to time specifically encourage and invite
their students to avail themselves of this opportunity.
J. Faculty Rooms
The Board shall continue its efforts to provide adequate facilities for teachers' use. Present
telephones will not be removed.
K. Teaching Materials
All materials relative to the purchasing cycle which teachers are required to prepare and submit
must be delivered to them 30 calendar days prior to the expected date of return.
L. Assignments/Job Position
I. Insofar as possible, teachers shall receive thirty days notice of change in assignment from
program to program or building to building.
2. All Unit I personnel shall be notified of their job position and locations for the upcoming
year as follows: Parties agree that the right to change assignmentsljob positions prior to
Sept. I is an administrative prerogative.
a. Job position by June 15th.
b. Job location forOcc. Ed. by June 15th.
c. Job location for Spec. Ed. by June 15th, where possible.
d. A list of personnel having no job position or job locations shall be submitted to the
Association prior to June 15th
M. Job Openings
All position openings, teaching and specialists, in the area of certificate personnel shall be
made known to the Association as soon as possible by the Personnel Administrator. Every
effort will be made to select in-house personnel first. Notice for stipend positions to be
advertised by May 1st.
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N. Promctions to Administrative Vacancies
l. Administrative vacancies shall require 30 days notice of the vacancy to be transmitted to
thl: Association President with sufficient copies of the notice for the buildings and
itinerant personnel (approx. 150 copies). The notice shall describe the position and the
minimum qualifications required together with the dates between which applications will
be accepted.
2. Interested teachers who possess the required qualifications may file written application
containing all appropriate initial information supporting such application. Where
reGuired, further details pertaining to the vacancy, application blank, etc., will be sent to
each applicant. It is understood that teachers who apply will be given full consideration
for the vacancy.
3. Notification of the vacancy will also be sent to such colleges, universities, and other
agencies and sources as may be determined appropriate by the Board.
4. All applications shall be reviewed by the Administration. Only those candidates deemed
to ~e the best qualified will be accorded an interview. Upon request, any applicant will be
notified of the name of the candidate appointed to fill the position.
O. Facilitie;
The Board and the Association recognize that proper facilities are necessary for a teacher to
maximi2e his/her professional effectiveness.
P. Substitules
1. The Board will make every effort to hire qualified RN or LPN subs for absent nurses in
SpedalEd.
2. BOCES will make every effort to employ qualified and/or certified substitutes for teachers
who are absent.
3. When no substitute teacher is available and a teaching assistant is assigned to substitute
duty, the teaching assistant shall be paid, in addition to his/her regular wages, at the
subs :itute teacher rate of pay. If the assignment is for a full day, then a full day of
subs':itute per diem wages shall be paid to the teaching assistant in addition to his/her
regui ar wages. If the assignment is for one-half of a day, then one-hal f of the substitute
per diem wage rate shall be paid to the teaching assistant, in addition to his/her regular
wag(s.
Q. I.E.P. Reports
BOCES i; to provide assurances by way of an administrative memo that staff will have a
minimum of20 working days lead time on I.E.P.'s.
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A. Salary
ARTICLE V
COMPENSATION
I. The parties agree that salary schedules for 1996-97, 1997-98, 1998-99 and 1999-2000
shall be appendices 6-9.
The Association specifically waives the applicability of section 209-a (I)e of the Taylor
Law to the above provisions following expiration of this agreement on June 30, 2000.
2. Stipends and differentials shall be amended as per appendix 10.
3. Chaperoning is defined as the supervision of BOCES enrolled students in activities
specifically approved by the administration and which take place outside of the regular
workday as defined in the contract. All such activities must receive prior written approval.
Chaperoning shall be compensated at the rate of $125 per night
Examples of approved chaperoning duty shall include: .
SDecial Ed Division
Dances
Swimming programs
Bowling programs
Sports
School plays
School musicals
Theater programs
Ice skating programs
Roller skating programs
School concerts
Evening recreation programs
Occ Ed Division
Family (ethnic) dinners
Annual Board Dinner
Advisory committee dinners
Examples of activities not to be considered for chaperoning are:
SDecial Ed Occ Ed
PT A dinner
Art exhibit
Field trips which
extend beyond the
regular work day
Recruitment activities such as:
a. Evening PT A meetings
b. Program exhibits
Student club activities
Field trips which extend
beyond the regular work day
4. Except as noted in Item 9 below, teachers shall receive their pay checks biweekly during
the school year with a lump sum payment at the end of the school year. Payrolls shall be
computed at 1/26th or 1/22nd salary rounded to the nearest whole cen,t.
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5. T.1e first paycheck shall be issued the first Friday after Labor Day. The second paycheck
st all be issued the following Friday. Each of these two checks shall represent III of the
nonnal biweekly amount.
6. SLiary schedules incorporating increases set forth above in items I through 3 shall be
established by mutual agreement of the parties.
7. A salary schedule for Teaching Assistants shall be established by mutual agreement.
Ie aching assistants shall receive the same percentage increase in each year of the contract
that the teachers receive. They also shall have longevity steps added to the salary
schedule.
10 yr. $1,000
15yr. 2,000
8.
a. The members of the bargaining unit each acknowledge their liability for return of
monies paid to them for services not rendered.
b. BOCES is authorized to deduct any overpayment from future paychecks.
c. Notice of overpayment will be given prior to any deduction from gross pay.
d. A schedule of deductions for overpayment will be mutually agreed upon.
e. All checks will be issued on a timely basis subject to the published payroll schedule.
9. Chl:cks not issued due to administrative error shall be issued no later than two working
days after the nonnal payroll date or after a valid request for payment is made.
B. Placem( nt on the Academic and Vocational Salary Schedules effective 7/1/97
I. We. item Suffolk BOCES has the right to place new hires on either the academic or the
voc Itional salary schedules. All unit members will be placed on the academic salary
scht:dule unless required by the New York State Education Department to hold a non-
deg-ee program or an associate degree program occupational education certificate. In the
evellt that a State Education Department certification evaluation indicates a choice of
programs, the applicant will be given an election fonn and has 30 days to choose which
program he/she will follow. During that period, the applicant has the right to consult with
the union and/or counsel. The choice of program and consequent assignment to the
applOpriate salary schedule is then final.
2. Allllew hires shall be place on column A of the appropriate salary schedule pending
rece ;pt of required credentials.
C. Automat c Increments
I. Eact. regular, full-time member of the faculty of this Board shall be advanced one step on .
the ~.alary Schedule set forth in Section A above at the completion of each year of
satis factory service.
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2. In cases where teachers were employed for less than the full school year, they shall be
advanced to the succeeding step on September I only if they were employed prior to
February I of the previous school year.
3. No teacher may attain Steps 13 and 14 in Column B after September I, 1968.
4. Step 14 in Column C shall be open only to permanently certified teachers who have
acquired tenure on or before September 1, 1968.
D. Educationallncrements
1. In order to qualify for advancement to another column on the salary schedules set forth in
section (B) above, all courses offered shall be as follows:
a. Unit members on the academic schedule:
Graduate courses from an accredited institution whose programs are accepted by the New
York State Education Department.
b. Unit members on the vocational schedule:
1) graduate courses beyond the bachelor's degree offered by an accredited
institution whose programs are accepted by the New York State Education
Department.
2) undergraduate credits taken subsequent to the teacher's receipt of a bachelor's
degree which are required for certification purposes.
3) undergraduate credits taken prior to receipt of the bachelor's degree which are
not subsequently credited toward the receipt of said bachelor's degree.
2. In order to qualify for advancement the teacher shall:
a. Enroll in college courses in or closely related to his/her field of teaching or take
approved inservice courses related to the teache~s field of service which have
received prior approval based on the guidelines set forth on the prior approval form
and the recommendations of the building principal, divisional director and personnel
administrator.
The prior approval form must be signed and dated by the building principal no less
than five weeks prior to the course registration deadline and signed and dated by the
divisional director no less than four weeks prior to the course registration deadline.
Coursework will receive automatic approval if the completed form is not returned to
the unit member two weeks before the course registration deadline.
b. Earn a passing grade.
c. Present official transcripts, certificates or proof of degrees obtained, to receive
approval of the Board for advancement.
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BA+15 BA+30 BA+45
MA+15 MA+30 MA+45 MA+60
Graduate Credits 9 18 27 36
Iliservice Credits 6 12 18 24
C. As part of the course approval process, a list of approvable courses will be established
and disseminated each fall, spring and summer which shall include, but not be limited
to, NYSUT, SCOPE and CITE course offerings. Courses appearing on said approved
list shall continue to be subject to all other requirements for approval (i.e., related to
field, not similar to course already taken, etc.)
3. 1"0 more than six approved inservice credits shall be included in the total credits offered
fiIr transfer to an adjacent column except if inservice course is recommended by
Divisional Director then 9 inservice credits may be used for transfer to an adjacent
Ct>Iumn. If an employee is already on last column he/she shall receive $55.00 extra for
each credit, per year.
a. The ratio of graduate/inservice credits for column movement is cumulative and
should be no less than three to two. Inservice credits for column movement shall not
exceed the totals as noted below:
I
b. If inservice credit is.requested by the Divisional Director, then nine inservice credits
may be used for transfer to an adjacent column. If the employee is already on
Column I, he/she shall receive additional $55.00 per credit per year for such requested
courses.
4. It ;hall be the responsibility of the employee to furnish the administrator in charge of
hi:i!her service area with all required proof of official certification for advancement within
45 days after the effective date of the transfer. Failure to meet this requirement may result
in the delay of the transfer until the next effective date and preclude retroactive payments.
5. Upon presentation of satisfactory evidence that an employee has obtained a degree or
co .11pleted the necessary study to transfer to another column, such transfer shall be
ap )roved by the Board and the salary rate revised accordingly effective September I or
FebruaryI.
6. Placement on Master's Degree Column:
a. Persons qualifying for a Master's Degree at an accredited institution shall be advanced
to the MA column on September I or February 1 after the completion of the
requirements for the degree.
b. Since the number of credits required for a Master's Degree varies from university to
university, BOCES equates all MA Degrees as 32 credits. IfMA required more than
32 credits BOCES will apply additional credits beyond 32 in the degree toward credit.
advancement on the schedule.
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E. Doctorallncrements
Unit I members who have earned or who complete the requirements for a Ph.D. or Ed.D. shall
receive $1,100 for 1996-97; $1,100 for 1997-98; $1,200 for 1998-99 and $1,200 for 1999-2000
above regular salary subject to the following conditions:
I. The degree shall be from an accredited institution.
2. This amount will be prorated by semester for degrees completed during the year.
F. Hour Bus Safety Course
One inservice credit shall be given for successful completion if completed after 7/ln8.
G. Excellence in Teaching Funds
Should EIT funds become available during the tenn of this agreement, the Faculty Association
and Western Suffolk BOCES agree to open negotiations to discuss the distribution of the
funds.
H. Retirement Incentive
The parties agree to reopen negotiations concerning the subject of the retirement incentive for
the 1999-2000 contract year, should such an incentive be mutually agreeable.
ARTICLE VI
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
A. General
I. The benefits below are provided for full-time employees. Part-time employees are entitled
to receive such benefits on a pro-rata basis, except where the carriers limit participation. If
an employee who has been continuously employed five years or longer is excessed and is
given a part-time position, he/she will be provided with full-time health benefits for the
remainder of the school year.
2. Benefit levels of the Suffolk plan shall be as outlined in the Suffolk III Health Plan
Booklet (dated 10/1/88) with modifications indicated in the Suffolk III Health Program
(AnnualComparisonof Plans). .
3. BOCES has infonned the ASSOCIATION that certain procedures will be implemented
concerning appeals from benefit claim denials under the SUFFOLK plan and access to
health records. Copies thereof will be incorporated in the Suffolk III Health Plan Booklet.
4. The Parties agree that no infonnation obtained through the claims administration process
of the SUFFOLK III HEALTH PLAN may be used in a proceeding or as a basis for the
discipline or discharge of a unit member. The foregoing shall not apply to infonnation,
documents and records obtained from the SUFFOLK III HEALTH PLAN by the BOCES
or the WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES Faculty Association solely for the purpose of
arbitration under the SUFFOLK III HEALTH PLAN.
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B. Insurmce Coverages
I. l
'nit members, employed on or before January I, 1990, shall have the option of enrolling
i:1either the health plan established for State Covered Employees Health Insurance
Frogram currently the EMPIRE HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN; (hereinafter referred to
as EMPIRE) or the SUFFOLK III HEALTH PLAN (hereinafter SUFFOLK) or HIP.
(Changes in enrollment in said plans shall be accomplished in accordance with the
published time periods.) Unit members employed after January I, 1990, including regular
S'Jbstitutes, who are not BOCES employees excessed pursuant to Section 2510 of the
Education Law of the State of New York, shall only be enrolled in the SUFFOLK plan.
BOCES shall continue to pay the percent of the cost of premiums for both family and
iJidividual coverage under either the EMPIRE plan or the SUFFOLK plan as set forth in
Article VI B(I) of the parties' July 2, 1987 agreement. However, participants in the
EMPIRE plan, effective January I, 1990, shall pay the following additional contributions
b:, way of payroll deduction, premised upon a "premium year" of January 1 to and
ircluding December 31. (Said "premium year" shall include the period between July I,
2000 to and including December 31, 2000, notwithstanding the fact that said period time
e,:tends beyond the term of the parties' underlying Agreement, namely, January I, 1996 to
kne 30, 2000.)
The parties agree that the Suffolk III Health Plan shall be the health plan offered by
Western Suffolk BOCES for all employees. For those employees hired prior to January I,
1990, the provisions of the Agreement dated July I, 1987 through June 30, 1990 shall
apply to the extent of permitting said employees to continue participation in other BOCES
plOvided health plans.
a. Employees remaining in the Empire Plan shall pay each year of this agreement 50%
of the annual increase in BOCES premium costs for coverage over that amount of
premium contribution paid by BOCES for the preceding calendar year, with a
minimum of$IOO and to a maximum of $360 for family coverage and a minimum of
$40 and to a maximum of $140 for individual coverage for each year of the
agreement. The dollar amount of the base premium shall be the 1996 BOCES
premium payment for Empire coverage. The premium adjustment shall be effective
January I, 1998 and each January 1 thereafter.
b. BOCES' premium cost savings arising solely from the transfer of employees to
participate in the Suffolk III Plan shall be determined by calculating the difference, if
any, in BOCES' total premium costs then payable for such Suffolk Plan participants
from the amount of prem ium payments that would have been otherwise payable by
the BOCES' had said participants remained enrolled in the Empire Plan, and as if
premiums had been paid by the BOCES to the Empire Plan for such participants. If a
premium cost savings is determined to have occurred for a particular year, then 50%
of said savings shall be used to maintain and improve benefits for July I of the year
following. The parties shall meet to calculate the foregoing during April of each year.
c. Flexible Benefit Program
All participants in the Section 125 plan shall be charged a fee to defray the cost of
administration of the Section 125 plan. Said fee shall be established subsequent to
the establishment of the plan, subject to verification of costs by the Association. The
parties agree to form a committee to explore better utilization of flexible benefits.
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d. Health Insurance Waiver
Employees will be offered the opportunity to waive dual enrollment individual or
family and to receive in lieu of that enrollment, $750 annually (based on 1984 rates)
towards deductibles and other benefits contained in the waiver agreement mutually
developed between the parties. In addition, BOCES will propose that this
reimbursement would be adjusted each year thereafter by 50% of the change in cost
of individual health insurance above the present base (1984). All money remaining
shall be given to teacher or estate of teacher upon hislher separation from BOCES.
C. Dentallnsurance
I. BOCES agrees to improve the present dental plan as follows:
a. The maximum for individual will be $1,500 per year.
b. The orthodonture lifetime will be $2,000 effective July I, 1997.
c. The enrollee for individual dental will pay $4.82 per month for the 1997 calendar
year.
d. Family members will pay $11.26 per month for the 1997 calendar year.
e. The Board agrees that any increases in premium above the 1996-97 rate requiring a
change in the monthly contribution by the employee for individual or family coverage
will be borne 90% by the board, 10% by the employee.
D. Long Term Disability
The Board will contribute annually to the cost of Long Term Disability for each teacher at the
rateof 80%.
E. Life Insurance
BOCES agrees to provide group term life insurance and pay the full cost of premiums for face
value of$60,000 for the duration of the Agreement. Unit members will be eligible to buy
additional life insurance at the group rote contingent upon a 50% participation rate.
F. Extended Major Medical Insurance
Extended major medical insurance benefits shall be provided at a cost not to exceed $80
(family and individual) for additional health insurance with optical coverage, a plan to be
mutually agreed to.
G. Health Insurance for Employees who retire on or after January I, 1990.
I. The BOCES Board policy dated September 23, 1988 entitled "Board Policy Regarding
Health Program" and the policy dated June 30, 1989, adopted June 22, 1989, entitled
"Resolution Regarding Health Benefits for Retirees" shall be applicable to BOCES
employees who retire on or after January I, 1990. Copies of said policies are attached
hereto as Schedules B and C.
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2. 11 lose current unit members who retire from active service after January I, 1990 as the
telm retirement is defined by the New York State Teache~s Retirement Law, shall be
gr.mted, following the action of the Board and prior to the time of retirement, a letter
co ntract providing that during the period of the employee's retirement coverage will
co ,tinue to be provided under the applicable Board policy attached as Schedules B & C.
The form of said agreement is attached hereto as Schedule E.
3. The Union acknowledges that the foregoing contract provisions are implemented only to
CUfrent unit members.
H. Tax-Sh~ltered Annuities
The Bo rnJ will provide employees the opportunity to participate in tax sheltered annuities or
mutual funds selected by a committee of union representatives. Names of additional earners
shall be submitted to BOCES once a year on a mutually agreed upon date. Both parties agree
that due to practical limitations a ceiling may have to be placed on the number of carriers to be
approved. The Association and the Board mutually agree to two opportunities for tax shelter
changes during the calendar year. Such dates shall be mutually agreed upon. A save harmless
agreeml:nt shall be secured from each annuity or mutual carrier.
I. Pay Deductions
Subject to reasonable procedural requirements and the ability of the Board's business office to
perfonn the necessary work without further expense, employees may sign and deliver to the
Board an assignment authorizing deductions from pay for the following purposes: loan
paymen', to New York State Teachers' Retirement System, U.S. Savings Bonds, Long Island
Fund, TI:3cher Credit Union shares tax sheltered annuities, Vote/cope and NYSUT benefits not
provided through BOCES.
1. Electronic Transfer Payroll Options
The Board and Unit I agree that BOCES will institute Electronic Transfer Payroll in lieu of
mailed checks. Electronic Transfer Payroll may also be elected by employees in place of work
site check delivery.
K. Sick Leave
I. All personnel will be entitled to sick leave with unlimited accumulation. Sick leave days
shal. be 15 days including 2 personal days.
.
I:
2. Up tt>five sick days per year may be used for serious illness ofa member of the
employee's immediate family (as defined by FMLA) not living in the employee's
homehold. Western Suffolk BOCES reserves the right to verify family illness.
3. Elec :ive surgery shall be scheduled during vacation periods insofar as possible.
4. No mit member will be charged for sick leave on any day in which they have been in
attendance for at least three (3) hours.
5. Unit members will be charged for In sick day on any day in which they are in attendance
fOT h:ss than three (3) hours.
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6. All personnel will receive a report of their sick leave accumulation upon request, but in
any event no later than December 1st.
7. Whenever circumstances indicate probable abuses of the sick leave policy by an
employee, the Board reserves the right to notify said employee that in the future it will
require a medical certificate for absences of three or more consecutive days. Failure to
provide such certificate will result in the loss of salary for those days.
8. Both parties agree to establish and pilot for one year a sick bank for catastrophic illness.
Unit members will contribute .5 day per year pro rata fte. Western Suffolk BOCES will
contribute 20 days per year. A committee will be formed to establish guidelines for the
administration of the sick bank and provisions for retirement payback. This pilot shall be
extended for the duration of the contract by mutual agreement.
9. For employees who work less than the full year, the annual amount shall be prorated for
the time worked (exclusive of approved leaves).
J'
10. Employees who separate from BOCES during the year shall have their final salary
adjusted to reflect the appropriate proration.
II. The Board and Association have agreed to a study of sick leave utilization and methods
for providing better controls as well as incentives for improved sick leave utilization.
L. Unused Sick Leave
I. Unused accumulated sick leave shall be paid for upon retirement (at teacher's then rate of
pay) at the rate of one day to be paid for every two days of accumulated sick leave up to a
total of200 days accumulated.
2. For the purpose of reimbursement of accumulated unused sick leave, retirement shall be
defined as being eligible to be retired and to receive retirement benefits as described by the
New York State Teachers Retirement System rules and regulations.
M. Family Illness
Absence due to serious illness of a spouse, dependent child, or a dependent parent living in the
immediate household of the employee, may be charged against accumulated sick leave. Such
illness and the need for nursing care must be substantiated by the report of a licensed medical
doctor.
.
~
N. Personal Leave Days
I. Personnel are expected, when possible, to schedule personal business during other than
school hours. Business which can be conducted only during school hours should be
scheduled for less than a full day, if possible. In no instance will a personal business day
be granted for the purpose of personal financial gain.
'"
2. The Application for Approval of Personal Leave Form must be filed in the Personnel
Office five days before the personal day is to be taken. The "Purpose of Leave" section
then would have only "Legal", "Family" or "Personal" as the reason given.
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3. If the fonn is filed less than 5 days prior to the time the personal day is to be taken, then a
spe:ific reason confonning to those outlined in the contract must be given.
4. 111(:following list of examples of acceptable reasons is intended to be illustrative, not
exhaustive:
Category: Family
Examples of acceptable reasons: Gmduation of spouse or child from high
school or college, registmtion or tmnsfer of child to school or college.
Category: Personal
Examples ofacceptable reasons: Moving (one day), religious holidays not
covered in holiday calendar, required or promotional examinations for
WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES positions.
5. Emergency or "ex post facto" personal business leave may be requested for the following
type; of unforeseen and/or catastrophic situations:
Car accident, disaster threatening safety of house or occupants, etc. (Fire, fuel, water
leaks: does not include repairs after safety measures have been taken), funeml of close
relative or close friend, car being repaired, no transportation available( I day), delays
)f common carriers preventing employee from reporting to work (I day).
The iipplication for ex post facto emergency personal days must be filed within five
working days after the date the day was taken listing a specific reason confonning to those
outlined in the contract.
6. In odinary circumstances, the following will not be allowed for personal business days:
Recn:ation (sports, parties, travel, etc.), vacation or honeymoon, nonnal house and car
maintenance, personal (shopping, baby-sitting, attending friend's marriage, etc.) interview
for aJ lother job.
7. In unusual circumstances, a teacher may request up to two additional personal days
deduc:tible from accumulated sick leave.
O. Personal Injury
.
I. In the proper perfonnance of his /her assigned duties during the Standard Work Day, a net
loss cfpay shall not be suffered by any teacher who:
):
a. i:. injured in the perfonnance of such duties.
b. i!: assaulted or injured as the result of the tortuous conduct of another.
c. c)ntracts hepatitis as a result of exposure to the disease.
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2. Reports concerning the incident shall be filed with the divisional director within 24 hours.
These reports will be reviewed administratively within 10 days of their receipt.
3. If reports substantiate item I. above, the injured teacher shall be paid full salary less
Worke~s Compensation.
. . 4. The teache~s sick leave accumulation shall be charged for absences up to and including
five working days.
5. To qualify for the benefits of this item, the teacher or a representative is required to appear
at all Workers Compensation hearings required by the Board.
6. The Board reserves the right to have the teacher examined by its own physician.
7. The Board's obligation under this item shall cease 90 calendar days after the occurrence of
theincident.
8. Upon return to BOCES after a personal injury occurrence as defined above the teacher
shall have 20% of the used sick days restored.
9. A teacher injured by a student or teacher, arising from an incident where the injured
teacher was acting within the proper scope of his/her duties shall not lose the five days
referred to in subparagraph M (4) above when it is detennined by the administration
following investigation that the teachers claim is valid.
P. Teacher Assault/lntervention
A teacher injured by a student or teacher, arising from an incident where the injured teacher
was acting within the proper scope of his/her duties shall not lose the five days referred to in
subparagraph M (4) above when it is detennined by the administration following investigation
that the teache~s claim is valid.
Q. Sabbatical Leave
The Board and the Association mutually agree that sabbatical leaves will be an appropriate
subject for negotiations in any succeeding contract negotiations.
R. Military Leave
1. Personnel who must fulfill a military obligation during the school year are ~ntitled to
Military Leave as provided by Military Law as hereinafter specified. Such leave shall not
be charged against accumulated Sick leave or Personal Business Days but will be granted
as follows:
~
"t
a. Training, emergency duty, required physical examinations: such leaves shall be
compensated at full pay up to 30 days per year.
b. Active Duty leaves: persons on military leave for active duty shall be entitled to
return to their positions and receive compensation as provided by Military Law.
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2. PI:rsonnel are expected to request a change of their military duty to a time when school is
n(lt in session. Such a request will not be required if it will be detrimental to the
employee's military status, and the employee can provide evidence from his/her military
superior that such change will, in fact, be detrimental.
3. Application for military leave shall be made as soon as possible prior to the beginning of
sUI:h leave. The request must be made in writing to the immediate superior of the person
inrolved. The request for military leave must include a statement certifying that the
employee requesting the leave has not volunteered or in any way requested the scheduling
of mch duty during the school year.
4. All fringe benefits shall remain in full force during military leave, except military leave for
actveduty.
5. Thl: LaborlManagement Committee shall periodically review the operation of this policy.
S. Jury Duty
I. Shculd an employee be drawn for jury duty during the school year, the employee shall
end 2vor to arrange a deferment of such duty to a time when school is not in session, and
the :mployee authorizes BOCES to intervene on his/her behalf to obtain such deferment.
2. Whi:njury duty must be scheduled during the school year, a leave will be granted under
the !'ollowing conditions:
a. Application for leave for jury duty must be filed at least two weeks prior to the
beginning of such leave.
b. Any action by an employee which can be construed as requesting or volunteering for
jury duty will negate the application of this policy.
3. Benefits during leave for jury duty shall be as follows:
a. ~ersonnel who are granted such leave during the school year shall not have such duty
,:harged against accumulated Sick Leave or Personal Business Days.
b. Pay while on jury duty is subject to the NYS Judicial law.
4. The LaborlManagement Committee shall periodically review the operation of this policy.
T. Leave oL\bsence
~
t. A lea ve of absence is a privilege which may be granted by the Board. Applications for
leave:: will be reviewed by the LaborlManagement Committee.
..
2. All te'1Ured personnel are eligible to apply for a one-year leave of absence without pay.
Durin g such leave, the employee shall not accrue sick leave, personal business days, salary
sched'de advancement credit, sabbatical leave credit. However, the employee's prior
accurr ulation shall be fully restored upon return. Should the employee wish to continue
any B,)ard.financed fringe benefi~ while on such leave, provided such continuation is
permilted by law, he/she shall reimburse the Board in the amount of such cost to the
Board .
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3. Personnel shall make written application to the District Superintendent, who shall forward
it to the LaborlManagement Committee, on or before March 15 of the school year
preceding the leave of absence. An emergency leave of absence, in which notice by
March 15 is not possible, may also be granted.
4.
a. Written notification of intent to return after the leave of absence, or written
submission of resignation, must be filed with the District Superintendent by March 25
of the school year in which the leave is taken.
b. If notitication is not received, BOCES will contact the employee no later than April
15th, by certified mail, alerting the employee that failure to reply within 30 days may
result in loss of position. The employee may request an extension of thirty (30) days,
withcause.
c. Failure to submit written notification of intent by June 15th shall constitute a
resignation.
d. If an employee is to return from a leave of absence other than in September, the same
conditions as found in a, b & c above (90-day return notice) shall prevail.
5. Up to I-I fl% of the personnel in the negotiating unit may be granted such leave during
anyone school year. In the event that more than I-Ifl% of eligible personnel apply for
such leave, the criteria for determination as to who will receive such leave shall be
determined by the Labor Management Committee. Such criteria shall include, but not
necessarily be limited to the following:
a. an evaluation of the attendance and professional record as documented by evaluations
during years of service;
b. the recommendation of the applicant's immediate supervisor or divisional director;
c. the seniority of the applicant.
6. The following are some of the guidelines which will be observed by the
LaborlManagement Committee in considering leaves of absence:
a. Caring for a convalescent in one's immediate family.
b. Pursuing advance study, or to obtain certification related to position presently held. ~"I
c. Employment of a temporary nature which would contribute to the employee's
professional growth and effectiveness as a teacher, psychologist, social worker, etc.
Such employment would be as a teacher in a foreign country, on an Indian
reservation, in the "inner city", member of VISTA, service in the Peace Corps, etc.,
campaigning or election to public office, research project in employee's area or allied
area assumption of position with a professional organization such as NYSUT or AfT.
. ,
~
d. If a leave of absence is granted for reason of illness for a specified time period
without salary, benefits shall continue to be paid for the period.
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U. Death in Immediate Family
When (eath occurs in the immediate family of an employee (including death of spouse, child,
fostered or adopted child, brother, sister, parent, grandparent, grandchild, son-in-law,
daughtu-in-Iaw, brother in-law, sister-in-law, father-in-law, mother-in-law, or other relative
who at he time of death was living in the household of the employee), the employee shall be
allowed, upon request, a maximum of five days leave with pay.
V. Predicttble Disabilities
s,
I. An employee shall be entitled to use accumulated sick leave for absence resulting from
pre!ictable disabilities such as elective surgery, rhinoplasty, bunionectomy and maternity.
il
:1
4
2. Tht: Personnel Office should be notified through the Division Director's office as soon as
the period of disability is known by the employee.
3. A physician's statement giving the nature of the disability and the estimated period of its
duration must be furnished forall predictable disabilities.
4. BOCES may at any time have a medical examination conducted to verify disabilities
claimed under Item 3 above.
W. Child Cae Leave
I. In 1I:ecase of a new birth and/or adoption of a child, an employee may request an unpaid
child care leave of absence not to exceed two years.
2. Conlmencement of leave:
a. To be as requested by employee -30 days in advance.
3. Dun.tion ofleave:
a. To be detennined by mutual agreement -up to two years.
4. While on leave, employees shall not accrue seniority or leave credits of any sort. Prior
accu:nulation will be restored upon return from leave.
5. Probltionary employees shall have their probationary period extended for the time while
they ire on leave.
6. Employees serving more than a semester during the school year before their leave or after
their :eturn from leave, shall receive credit for the full year.
X. Early Sunlmer Dismissal
Upon reql.est, early summer dismissal may be granted employees for attendance at special
summer ir stitutes which require their presence prior to school's end without charging
accumulat~d leave credits provided for in Sections E and F above. It is understood such
dismissal may be granted only for days during the last week of school. If a substitute is
needed, such dismissal shall be granted without pay.
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Y. Mileage Allowance
I. Employees required to use their automobiles for school business shall be reimbursed on a
monthly basis.
2. The amount of reimbursement shall be at the Board approved rate.
3. During May of each year of the full contract term the Board and the Association agree to
review and to discuss current mileage reimbursement rates for BOCES employees. Any
agreed to change shall be effective on July 1 of the upcoming school year.
Z. Personal Appurtenances
The Board shall reimburse teachers for the cost of replacing or repairing dentures. eyeglasses,
hearing aids or similar bodily appurtenances which are damaged, destroyed or lost as a result
of any injury provided it was not due to personal carelessness and was sustained in the course
of the teachds employment.
.~
AA. Personal Property
Teachers bringing personal property and equipment for use in the instructional program must
obtain written prior approval from the building or program administrator.
Should a theft of such equipment occur incident to a reported break-in and lor burglary at the
instructional site, where it is determined that the .theft was beyond the control of the teacher,
BOCES then will reimburse the teacher for the appraised cost of the equipment as determined
by original receipts or other substantial evidence of value.
OTHER
Outdoor Learning Lab employees who teach students 50% of the time or more:
I. Their workday, for purposes of calculating a work year, shall be 7.25 hours.
2. The work year shall be the same number of days as the adopted work calendar for 10
month teaching personnel.
3. Additional days worked in excess of the above mentioned calendar shall be paid as
follows at the rate of 11200 of annual salary.
4. Because of the uniqueness of the OLL. program, the days worked and starting and
ending times may be different from the traditional school calendar.
5. Overnight assignments shall be paid at $200.
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ARTICLE VII
GRiEV ANCE PROCEDURES
A. Just Cause
No tenured employee shall be tenninated or disciplined without just cause.
B. Procedures
1. De ftnitions
a. A "grievance" is a claim based upon an event or condition which affects the welfare
or conditions of employment of a teacher or group of teachers as related to the
interpretation, meaning or application of any of the provisions of this Agreement.
b. For purposes of this procedure the tenn "teacher" includes all parties embraced by
Unit I and represented by the Association.
c. A "party of interest" is the person or persons making the claim and any person who
might be required to take action or against whom action might be taken in order to
resolve the claim.
d. The District Superintendent is the Executive Officer of BOCES.
e. The "administrator" shall mean the person to whom the teacher is directly responsible.
i.e., District Superintendent, Assistant Superintendent, Director, Assistant Director,
Principal or Assistant Principal, Administrative Assistant, or Head Teacher.
f. The tenn "days" when used in this article shall, except where otherwise indicated,
mean working school days, thus weekend or vacation days are excluded.
2. PurpDse
a. The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level,
t:quitable solutions to grievances of the parties as defined above.
b. Nothing herein contained shall be construed as limiting the right of any teacher
having a grievance to discuss the matter infonnally with any appropriate member of
the administration.
3. Proadure
a. ~ince it is important that grievances be processed as rapidly as possible, the number
of days indicated at each level should be considered as a maximum, and every effort
s 10uld be made to expedite the process. The time limits specified may, however, be
e (tended by mutual agreement in writing.
b. III the event that the time limits are exceeded on any level by the grievant, without
IT.utual agreement, the grievant may be requested to re-institute the grievance at Level
Cne. Should the administrator exceed the time limits without mutual agreement the
grievance may be advanced to the next level.
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c. In the event a grievance is tiled on or after June I which, ifleft unresolved until the
beginning of the following school year, could result in irreparable hann to a party in
interes~ the time limits set forth herein shall be reduced so that the grievance
procedure may be exhausted prior to the end of the school term or as soon thereafter
as is practicable.
d. In the event a grievance is tiled so that sufficient time as stipulated under all the levels
of procedure cannot be provided before the last day of the school year, then said
grievance shall be resolved in the new school ter:m in September under the terms of
this Agreement and this Article, and not under the terms of any succeeding
agreement.
4. Basic Principles
a. The function of these procedures is to assure equitable and proper treatment under
existing laws, rules, regulations and policies which relate to or affect the "teacher" in
the perfonnance of his assignment. The resolution of a grievance at the earliest
possible time is encouraged.
b. A "teacher" shall have the right to present grievances in accordance with these
procedures, free from coercion, interference, restrain~ discrimination or reprisal.
c. The "teacher" instituting a grievance shall have the right at all stages to proceed
personally, through the Association's representative, through an attorney or any other
representative of his choice. If a teacher should proceed as an individual with a
formal grievance beyond Level One, the Association will be advised of such
proceeding. The Association may be present at any stage of hearing and express its
views in the matter.
d. It shall be the responsibility of the District Superintendent to take such steps as may
be necessary to give force and effect to these procedures. Each "administrator" shall
have the responsibility to consider promptly each grievance presented to him and to
make a determination within the authority delegated to him within the time specified
in these procedures.
e. Each party to a grievance shall have the right of access to all written statements and
records pertaining to such case.
f. Both parties agree that grievance proceedings will be kept as informal and
confidential as may be appropriate at any level of the procedure.
5. Initiation and Processing
a. LevelOne
A teacher with a grievance shall first discuss it with his immediate supervisor, with
the objective of resolving the matter informally. The immediate supervisor shall,
within three (3) days of verbal request, meet with the grievant and his/her
representative, if any, in an effort to resolve the grievance. The response from the
immediate supervisor shall be verbal and rendered at the time of the meeting.
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b. Level One "A"
I) In the event that the teacher is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance
at Level One, or in the event that no decision has been rendered after presentation
of the grievance to the appropriate administrator, the grievance may, within five
(5) days, be tiled in writing with the Divisional Director, if applicable.
2) The Divisional Director shall, within three (3) days of receipt of the written
grievance, meet with the grievant and representative, if any, in an effort to
resolve the grievance. The response from the Divisional Director shall be verbal
and rendered at the time of the meeting. In the event the grievance is not
resolved to this level, the Divisional Director will be so advised by the grievant
or Association representative. The Divisional Director will then forward a
formal written report on the matter to the District Superintendent and the
Association within five (5) school days of said notification by grievant.
3) In the event that the teacher is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance
at Level One or Level One "A" or in the event that no decision has been rendered
after presentation of the grievance to the Divisional Director, the grievant may
within five (5) school days tile the grievance in writing with the District
Superintendent.
c. Level Two
I) The District Superintendent or a designated representative shall, within ten (10)
days of receipt of the written grievance, meet with the grievant and the
Association representative, if any, in an effort to resolve the grievance. The
response from the District Superintendent shall be verbal and rendered at the
time of the meeting.
:!) If the grievance is not satisfactorily resolved by Level Two proceedings, the
grievant may, within five (5) days make a written request to the Board for review
and decision. All written statements and records of the case shall be submitted to
the President of the Board by the District Superintendent or his designee.
d. Level Three
I) The Board shall hold a hearing to obtain further information regarding the case
within fifteen (15) days of receipt of request for review by the grievant.
2) The Board shall render a decision in writing within ten (10) days after its hearing,
if any.
3 I After such hearing, if the teacher and/or Association are not satisfied with the
decision at Level 3, and the Association determines that the grievance is
meritorious, it may submit the grievance to arbitration by written notice to the
Board of Education within 15 school days of the decision at Levell
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e.
.
Level Four
I) Within 5 school days after such written notice of submission to arbitration, the
Board of Education and the Association will agree upon a mutually acceptable
arbitrator competent in the area of the grievance, and will obtain a commitment
from said arbitrator to serve. If the parties are unable to agree upon an arbitrator
or to obtain such a commitment within the 5 days, a request for a list or
arbitrators will be made to the American Arbitration Association by either party.
The parties will then be bound by the rules and procedures of the American
Arbitration Association in the selection of an arbitrator.
2) The selected arbitrator will hear the matter promptly and will issue his decision
not later than 14 calendar days from the date of the close of the hearing, or if oral
hearings have been waived, then from the date the final statements and proofs are
submitted to him. The arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth
his findings of fact, reasoning and conclusions on the issues.
3) The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to make any decision which
requires the commission of an act prohibited by law or which is violative of the
terms of this Agreement.
4) The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on all parties.
5) The party who loses the arbitration shall pay all costs of the arbitrators assigned.
6. Rights of Teachers
No reprisals shall be taken by any person against any participant in the grievance
procedure, whether a party of interest or otherwise, by reason of such participation.
7. Other Provisions
a. Subject to the terms of this subparagraph. if, in the judgment of the Association, a
grievance affects a group or class of teachers, the Association may submit such
grievance in writing to the District Superintendent directly, and the processing of such
grievance shall be commended at Level Two. No such grievance shall relate to a
hypothetical case, and in bringing such grievance, the Association shall identify the
members of the group allegedly adversely affected. Such a grievance may be
processed through all levels of the grievance procedure.
b. Decision rendered at Levels Two and Three of the grievance procedure shall be in
writing. setting forth the decision and the reasons therefore, and shall be promptly
transmitted to all parties in interest and the President of the Association. Decisions
rendered at level Four shall be in accordance with the procedures set out in paragraph
d. 3 above.
c. The Board shall have the right to submit grievances against the Association or a
teacher or group of teachers and the matter shall then proceed, if necessary, to the
higher levels set forth herein.
d. The parties agree to extend the limit on monetary liability to two years, but in no
event beyond two years.
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C. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE CHART
Admin. Grievance
Grievance Meet With Admin. Submitted to
Submitted Grievant ReSDonse Next SteD
Level Adm. Method Time. Time. Method Adm. Time.
One Immediate Verbal 3 Immediate Verbal Divisional 5
Sup1:rvisor Director
One A Divisional Written 3 Immediate Verbal Supt. 5
Dire ctor
Two Sup\. Written 10 Immediate Verbal Board 5
Three Board Written 15 Immediate Written Board 15
Four Arbitrator
. School Days
--\
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this
Agreement to be executed by their respective duly
authorized officers.
BOCES FACULTY ASSOCIATION
SECOND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT
SUFFOLK COUNTY, NEW YORK
(Si9~-~ ~ - 0' tLA._.~t(
Dennis D'Abreu
BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
SECOND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT
SUFFOLK COUNTY, NEW YORK
c41 /!,' 7~', (/ /(Signed) ~ /tl ~G
Edward J. Millik ,Interim Superintendent
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APPENDIX I
PRE-OBSERVATION CONFERENCE FORM
Teacher's Na:ne
Supervisor's Name
Conference [tate
Lesson Date
Time:Beg. End
Time
Goal of the L :sson
Specific obje,:tives to be accomplished (State in observable, measurable tenus or as relevant to
IEP's for Spe<:ial Education.)
1.
2.
3.
Plans for me<:ting objectives-include materials, techniques, rationales, etc. (More than one plan
should be comidered.)
Evaluation Procedures(s) (Teacher describes process for evaluating effectiveness of the
lesson-student progress.)
Summary of Pie-Observation Conference (Lesson plan should be identified.)
Signatures of Acknowledgment
Teacher Date
Supervisor_ Date
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Teacher:
Supervisor:
Goal of the Lesson:
TheLesson:
APPENDIX 2
LEWIS A. WILSON TECHNOLOGICAL CENTER
OCCUP ATIONAL EDUCATION
TEACHER OBSERVATION
Date: Time:
Teacher's Initial Date
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APPENDIX 28
SPECIAL EDUCATION
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION
TEACHER DATE
CLASS TIME
SITUATION DESCRIPTION:
COMMENDA TIONS:
RECOMMENI)A TIONS:
DATE OF PRE..OBSERV A TION CONFERENCE
DATE OF POST-OBSERVATION CONFERENCE
TEACHER'S INITIALS SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE
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APPENDIX 3
POST OBSER VATION CONFERENCE FORM
(To Be Completed by Supervisor)
Teacher's Name
Superviso~s Name
Conference Date Time:Beg End
Lesson Date Time
Teaching strengths as agreed to by teacher and supervisor:
Supervisory plans for improving areas as identified for improvement:
Objectives accomplished by the lessons identified in Pre-Observation Conference:
I.
2.
3.
(Attach supporting documentation.)
Summary of Post Observation Conference:
Signatures of Acknowledgment:
Teacher Date
Supervisor Date
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APPENDIX 4
TEACHER'S EV ALUA TION
TEACHER'S tlAME DATE
\. ClassrJom Perfonnance:
2. Perfonnance of assigned duties, i.e. Bus, Homeroom
3. Interac :ion with others, i.e. Parents, Teachers, S tafT:
4. Other Constructive Comments:
Teachds Signatllre Date
Supervisor's Signature Date
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APPENDIX 5
EMPLOYMENT CATEGORIES
I. BACCALAUREATE DEGREE PROGRAM
. agriculture
. business and distributive education
. health occupations.
. home economics
. tcchnical subjects.
. trade subjects.
II. ASSOCIA TE DEGREE PROGRAM
a. agriculture..
b. business and distributive education"
I. electronic data processing
c. health occupations..
d. home economics"
I. human services and family studies cluster
2. food and nutrition
3. textile and design cluster
e. technical subjects"
I. aerospace technology
2. architectural technology
3. chemical technology
4. civil technology
5. computer technology
6. electrical-electronic technology
7. electromechanical technology
f. tradesubjects..
III. NON-DEGREE PROGRAM
a. agriculture..
I. agricultural bio-related science
2. agricultural production and science
3. natural resources and ecology
4. agricultural business
b. health occupations..
I. dental assisting
2. dental laboratory assisting
3. health assisting
4. home health assisting
5. medicalassisting .
6. medical laboratory assisting
8. fashion design technology
9. industrial design technology
10. manufacturing technology
II. marine technology
12. mechanical technology
13. systems technology
14. transit technology
5. animal science
6. plant science
7. mechanical science
7. medical therapy assisting
8. mental health assisting
9. nurse's assisting
10. practical nursing
II. radiation therapy assisting
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c. trade subjects.. .
I. ',ehicle maintenance and repair occupations
. automotive service
. vehicle mechanical repair
-vehicle body repair and painting
-heavy equipment repair and operation
-diesel mechanic
2. drafting occupations
-,irafting
3. electronidelectro-mechanica1
-I:lectricaVelectronic equipment
oxupations (repair and installation)
-dectro-mechanica1 equipment occupations
(repair and installation)
-f levator mechanics
4. graphic, printing and visual
-communications occupations
-c )mmercial art
-professional photography
-p :-inting/lithography
5. ccnstruction industry and building
maintenance occupation
-~lI'pentry
-el ectrica1
-masoruy
-plumbing
-h( ating vent, air conditioning
-ar.d refrigeration
-re;;identiaVcommercial maintenance
(and remodeling)
6. precision metal work occupations
-mach tool operation/machine shop
-sheetmetal
-welding
-maintenance/specialty areas
7. motorcycle, marine and outdoor
-power equipment
8. aviation/aerospace maintenance,
-manufacturing! repair occupations
-airframe maintenance and repair
-powerplantlmaintenance/ repair
-avionics servicing and repair
-ground support equipment
-maintenance & repair
9. cosmetology occupations
-cosmetology
10. unique and emerging
occupations
-jewelry making
-opthalmic dispensing
-optical mechanics
-perfonn ing( dance/classical! ballet)
-perfonning arts (dance-modem)
-perfonning arts (dance music)
-perfonning arts (drama)
-public and private security
-state design
-visual merchandising
. No certificat,: is issued using this generic title.
.. Certificates issued under the associate and non-degree programs will carry the titles as defined
in the specific n Jmerals.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION
I. -VIP
-deaf
-speech
2. -physical education
-art
-music
-special education subject area including technology
(industrial arts) business, home and career skills, DOE
special education, related occupational Math and
related Oc.cupational Science.
3. -psychologist
-Social Worker
-Guidance counselor
4. -basic skills
-academic subjects
-ESL
APPENDICES 6 THROUGH 9
Salary schedules for the years 1996 through 2000 are on the following pages. These pages include
both academic and vocational schedules.
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ACADEKIC
WESTERN StJPPOLK BOCES TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE 1996-97
A B C D B F G B I
-B SA BA+15 BA+30 BA+45 BA+60
D
~Dtll... ~KA+60
01 14 ,.,.,
-.'"
.......- :;,,~~2 39,896 41,537 43,080 44,716 46,108 47,591",,,,,"UJ02 34,626 36,740 38,459 40,429 42,095 43,670 45,333 46,752 48,26403 35,138 37,285 39,038 41,037 42,736 44,343 46,036 47,489 49,03404 35,661 37,840 39,622 41,658 43,388 45,026 46,677 47,938 49,81505 36,071 38,272 40,078 42,133 43,890 45,552 47,300 48,809 50,40906 37,179 39,440 41,300 43,410 45,221 46,935 48,739 50,300 51,95307 37,928 40,237 42,142 44,309 46,157 47,962 49,769 51,383 53,07308 38,881 41,243 43,200 45,431 47,321 49,224 50,935 52,609 54,34409 39,815 42,220 44,262 46,564 48,505 50,525 52,346 54,096 55,87610 40,633 43,141 45,234 47,833 49,662 51,921 53,827 55,663 57,51011 41,731 44,336 46,532 49,042 51,128 53,297 55,309 57,248 59,17212 42,500 45,523 47,789 50,060 52,435 54,491 56,582 58,582 60,59713 49,495 52,097 54,285 56,250 58,344 60,369 62,382
.:::. 14 50,995 53,812 56,009 58,272 60,419 62,604 64,736-.J 15 56,022 58,217 60,463 62,661 64,855 67,05716 57,475 59,791 61,974 64,185 66,320 68,74517 59,194 61,380 63,606 65,734 67,986 70,69118 60,598 62,724 65,497 67,669 69,889 72,20319 61,892 64,174 67,651 69,773 71,972 74,29120 63,558 65,722 69,240 71,389 73,521 75,886
Doctorate
=
$1,000 8teps 21 - 30+ Incremented .014
WESTZRH 8UFFOLK BOCE8 TEACHING ASSISTAH'l' SALARY 8CHEDULE 1996-97
A A-1 B B-1 C C-1 D D-1 EB.S. B.S.+15 B.8.+30 R.S.+45 B.S.+60 R.S.+75 B.8.+90 R.8.+105
~-
01 22,556 23,649 24,749 25,782 27,251 28,519 29,788 31,069 32,35602 22,801 23,890 24,993 26,072 27,494 28,765 30,032 31,314 32,60103 23,066 24,159 25,262 26,295 27,761 29,031 30,298 31,581 32,86704 23,356 24,452 25,553 26,587 28,053 29,324 30,593 31,874 33,15905 23,608 24,695 25,796 26,825 28,284 29,549 30,816 32,091 33,37205+ 25,146 26,095 26,692 27,805 28,567 29,698 30,937 32,212 33,493
Longevity: 10+ years
=
$1,000 15+ years
=
$2,000
VOCATIONAL
WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE 199&-97
A B C D E F G B I
Uncertifie4 PROV PROV+15 PROV+30 PROV+45 PROV+&O BS+PROV BS+15+PROV BS+PERM
PERM PERII+15 PERII+30 PERII+45 PERII+60 PERM+75
01 34,177 36,263 37,952 39,896 41,537 43,080 44,716 46,108 47,591
02 34,626 36,740 38,459 40,429 42,095 43,670 45,333 46,752 48,264
03 35,138 37,285 39,038 41,037 42,736 44,343 46,036 47,489 49,034
04 35,661 37 , 840 39,622 41,658 43,388 45,026 46,677 47,938 49,815
05 36,071 38,272 40,078 42,133 43,890 45,552 47,300 48,809 50,409
06 37,179 39,440 41,300 43,410 45,221 46,935 48,739 50,300 51,953
07 37,928 40,237 42,142 44,309 46,157 47,962 49,769 51,383 53,073
08 38,881 41,243 43,200 45,431 47,321 49,224 50,935 52,609 54,344
09 39,815 42,220 44,262 46,564 48,505 50,525 52,346 54,096 55,876
10 40,633 43,141 45,234 47,833 49,662 51,921 53,827 55,663 57,510
11 41,731 44,336 46,532 49,042 51,128 53,297 55,309 57,248 59,172
12 42,500 45,523 47,789 50,060 52,435 54,491 56,582 58,582 60,597
13 49,495 52,097 54,285 56,250 58,344 60,369 62,382
~14 50,995 53,812 56,009 58,272 60,419 62,604 64,736
co 15 56,022 58,217 60,463 62,661 64,855 67,057
16 57,475 59,791 61,974 64,185 66,320 68,745
17 59,194 61,380 63,606 65,734 67,986 70,691
18 60,598 62,724 65,497 67,669 69,889 72,203
19 61,892 64,174 67,651 69,773 71,972 74,291
20 63,558 65,722 69,240 71,389 73,521 75,886
Doctorate = $1,000 steps 21
-
30+ Increaente4 .014
WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES TEACHING ASSISTANT SALARY SCHEDULE 1996-97
A A-I B B-1 C C-l D D-l B
H.S. B.S.+15 B.S.+30 B.S.+45 B.S.+&O B.S.+75 H.S.+90 B.S.+105 BA
01 22,556 23,649 24,749 25,782 27,251 28,519 29,788 31,069 32,356
02 22,801 23,890 24,993 26,072 27,494 28,765 30,032 31,314 32,601
03 23,066 24,159 25,262 26,295 27,761 29,031 30,298 31,581 32,867
04 23,356 24,452 25,553 26,587 28,053 29,324 30,593 31,874 33,159
05 23,608 24,695 25,796 26,825 28,284 29,549 30,816 32 , 091 33,372
05+ 25,146 26,095 26,692 27,805 28,567 29,698 30,937 32,212 33,493
Longevity: 10+ years = $1,000 15+ years = $2,000
ACADEMIC
WES'l'ERN SUFPOLK BOCES TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE 1997-98
A B C 0 E P G 8 I
-B SA BA+15 BA+30 BA+45 BA+fiO
1m MA+15 ~MA+45 MA+fiO
01 34.861 ~,;. 000 :::o,7ii 40,694 42,368 43,942 45,610 47,030 48,543
--.---02 35,319 37,475 39,228 41,238 42,937 44,543 46,240 47,687 49,229
03 35,841 38,031 39,819 41,858 43,591 45,230 46,957 48,439 50,015
04 36,374 38,597 40,414 42,491 44,256 45,927 47,611 48,897 50,811
05 36,792 39,037 40,880 42,976 44,768 46,463 48,246 49,785 51,417
06 38,188 40,511 42,421 44,588 46,448 48,209 50,062 51,665 53,363
07 38,270 41,329 43,286 45,511 47,410 49,263 51,119 52,778 54,513
08 39,.937 42,362 44,372 46,664 48,605 50,559 52,318 54,037 55,819
09 40,895 43,365 45,463 47,827 49,821 51,897 53,767 55,564 57,393
10 41,736 44,312 46,462 49,132 51,010 53,330 55,288 57,173 59,071
11 42,864 45,540 47,795 50,373 52,516 54,744 56,810 58,802 60,777
12 43,653 46,758 49,086 51,418 53,858 55,970 58,118 60,172 62,242
13 50,838 53,511 55,759 57,777 59,928 62,007 64,075
~14 52,379 55,272 57,529 59,853 62,058 64,303 66,493\.C
15 57,142 59,381 61,672 63,914 66,152 68,398
16 58,625 60,987 63,213 65,469 67,646 70,120
17 60,378 62,608 64,878 67,049 69,346 72,105
18 61,810 63,978 66,807 69,022 71,287 73,647
19 63,130 65,457 69,004 71,168 73,411 75,777
20 64,829 67,036 70,625 72,817 74,991 77,404
Doctorate
=
$1,100 Steps 21 - 30+ Incremented .014
WESTERN SUFPOLK BOCES TEACHING ASSISTANT SALARY SCHEDULE 1997-98
A A-1 B B-1 C C-1 0 0-1 EB.S. 8.S.+15 8.S.+30 B.S.+45 8.S.+fiO 8.S.+75 8.S.+90 8.S.+105 1m
01 23,553 24,649 25,843 26,922 28,455 29,780 31,105 32,442 33,786
02 23,809 24,946 26,098 27,177 28,709 30,036 31,359 32,698 34,042
03 24,086 25,227 26,379 27,457 28,988 30,314 31,637 32,977 34,320
04 24,388 25,533 26,682 27,762 29,293 30,620 31,945 33,283 34,625
05 24,651 25,787 26,936 28,011 29,534 30,855 32,178 33,509 34,847
05+ 26,257 27,248 27,872 29,034 29,830 31,011 32,304 33,636 34,973
Longevity: 10+ years
=
$1,000 15+ years
=
$2,000
VOCATIONAL
WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE 1997-98
A B C D B F G R I
Uncertitie4 PROV PROV+15 PROV+30 PROV+45 PROV+60 BS+PROV BS+15+PROV BS+PERK
PERK PERK+15 PERK+30 PERK+45 PERK+60 PERK+7501 34,861 36,988 38,711 40,694 42,368 43,942 45,610 47,030 48,54302 35,319 37,475 39,228 41,238 42,937 44,543 46,240 47,687 49,22903 35,841 38,031 39,819 41,858 43,591 45,230 46,957 48,439 50,01504 36,374 38,597 40,414 42,491 44,256 45,927 47,611 48,897 50,81105 36,792 39,037 40,8'80 42,976 44,768 46,463 48,246 49,785 51,41706 38,188 40,511 42,421 44,588 46,448 48,209 50,062 51,665 53,36307 38,270 41,329 43,286 45,511 47,410 49,263 51,119 52,778 54,51308 39,937 42,362 44,372 46,664 48,605 50,559 52,318 54,037 55,81909 40,895 43,365 45,463 47,827 49,821 51,897 53,767 55,564 57,39310 41,736 44,312 46,462 49,132 51,010 53,330 55,288 57,173 59,071
11 42,864 45,540 47,795 50,373 52,516 54,744 56,810 58,802 60,77712 43,653 46,758 49,086 51,418 53,858 55,970 58,118 60,172 62,24213 50,838 53,511 55,759 57,777 59,928 62,007 64,075
l.J'I 14 52,379 55,272 57,529 59,853 62,058 64,303 66,4930 15 57,142 59,381 61,672 63,914 66,152 68,398
16 58,625 60,987 63,213 65,469 67,646 70,120
17 60,378 62,608 64,878 67,049 69,346 72,105
18 61,810 63,978 66,807 69,022 71,287 73,647
19 63,130 65,457 69,004 71,168 73,411 75,777
20 64,829 67,036 70,625 72,817 74,991 77 ,404
Doctorate
=
$1,100 Steps 21
-
30+ Incremented .014
WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCESTEACHINGASSISTAH'l' SALARYSCHEDULE1997-98
A A-I B B-1 C C-l D D-l BR.S. R.S.+15 R.S.+30 R.S.+45 R.8.+60 R.S.+75 R.S.+90 R.S.+105 SA
01 23,553 24,649 25,843 26,922 28,455 29,780 31,105 32,442 33,78602 23,809 24,946 26,098 27,177 28,709 30,036 31,359 32,698 34,04203 24,086 25,227 26,379 27,457 28,988 30,314 31,637 32,977 34,32004 24,388 25,533 26,682 27,762 29,293 30,620 31,945 33,283 34,62505 24,651 25,787 26,936 28,011 29,534 30,855 32,178 33,509 34,847
05+ 26,257 27,248 27,872 29,034 29,830 31,011 32,304 33,636 34,973
Longevity: 10+ years
=
$1,000 15+ years
=
$2,000
ACADEMIC
WES'l'ERIf SUFFOLK BOCES '1'DCHER SALMY SCHEDULE 1998-99
A B C 0 E P (J 8 I
-B 0 BA+15 0+30 BA+45 0+'0
MA 1m+15 1m+30 MA+45 MA+'O
01 35.55R 't"7 "7')0 ...'" .....~ <ii,5utS 43,215 44,821 46,522 47,971 49,514
..1-,,"''''''''
02 36,025 38,225 40,013 42,063 43,796 45,434 47,165 48,641 50,214
03 36,558 38,792 40,615 42,695 44,463 46,135 47,896 49,408 51,015
04 37,101 39,369 41,222 43,341 45,141 46,846 48,563 49,875 51,827
05 37,528 39,818 41,698 43,836 45,663 47,392 49,211 50,781 52,445
06 39,224 41,610 43,572 45,798 47,709 49,517 51,421 53,067 54,811
07 39,309 42,451 44,461 46,746 48,697 50,600 52,506 54,210 55,992
08 41,021 43,512 45,576 47,930 49,924 51,931 53,738 55,504 57,334
09 42,005 44,542 46,697 49,125 51,173 53,305 55,226 57,072 58,951
10 42,869 45,515 47,723 50,465 52,394 54,777 56,789 58,725 60,674
11 44,027 46,776 49,092 51,740 53,941 56,230 58,352 60,398 62,426
12 44,838 48,027 50,418 52,813 55,320 57,489 59,695 61,805 63,931
13 52,218 54,963 57,272 59,345 61,554 63,690 65,814
U'I 14 53,801 56,772 59,090 61,477 63,742 66,048 68,298
I-' 15 58,693 60,993 63,346 65,649 67,947 70,254
16 59,798 62,207 64,477 66,778 68,999 71,522
17 61,586 63,860 66,176 68,390 70,733 73,547
18 63,046 65,258 68,143 70,402 72,713 75,120
19 64,393 66,766 70,384 72,591 74,879 77,293
20 66,126 68,377 72,038 74,273 76,491 78,952
Doctorate
=
$1,200 steps 21 - 30+ Incremented .014
WESTERNSUFFOLK BOCES TEACHING ASSISTANT SALARY SCHEDULE 1998-99
A A-1 B B-1 C C-1 0 0-1 E
H.S. H.S.+15 H.S.+30 H.S.+45 8.S.+'0 H.S.+75 H.S.+90 H.S.+10S BA
01 24,594 25,738 26,985 28,112 29,713 31,096 32,480 33,876 35,279
02 24,861 26,049 27,252 28,378 29,978 31,364 32,745 34,143 35,547
03 25,151 26,342 27,545 28,671 30,269 31,654 33,035 34,435 35,837
04 25,466 26,662 27,861 28,989 30,588 31,973 33,357 34,754 36,155
05 25,741 26,927 28,127 29,249 30,839 32,219 33,600 34,990 36,387
05+ 27,418 28,452 29,104 30,317 31,148 32,382 33,732 35,123 36,519
Longevity: 10+ years
=
$1,000 15+ years
=
$2,000
VOCATIODL
WESTERNSUFPOLK BOCES TEACHERSALARY SCJlEDULE 1998-99
A B C D B p 0 B I
Oncertified PROV PROV+15 PROV+30 PROV+45 PROV+'O BS+PROV BS+15+PROV BS+PERMPERM PERM+15 PERM+30 PERM+45 PERM+'O PERM+7501 35,558 37,728 39,485 41,508 43,215 44,821 46,522 47,971 49,51402 36,025 38,225 40,013 42,063 43,796 45,434 47,165 48,641 50,21403 36,558 38,792 40,615 42,695 44,463 46,135 47,896 49,408 51,01504 37,101 39,369 41,222 43,341 45,141 46,846 48,563 49,875 51,82705 37,528 39,818 41,698 43,836 45,663 47,392 49,211 50,781 52,44506 39,224 41,610 43,572 45,798 47,709 49,517 51,421 53,067 54,81107 39,309 42,451 44,461 46,746 48,697 50,600 52,506 54,210 55,99208 41,021 43,512 45,576 47,930 49,924 51,931 53,738 55,504 57,33409 42,005 44,542 46,697 49,125 51,173 53,305 55,226 57,072 58,95110 42,869 45,515 47,723 50,465 52,394 54,777 56,789 58,725 60,67411 44,027 46,776 49,092 51,740 53,941 56,230 58,352 60,398 62,42612 44,838 48,027 50,418 52,813 55,320 57,489 59,695 61,805 63,931(J'I 13 52,218 54,963 57,272 59,345 61,554 63,690 65,814N 14 53,801 56,772 59,090 61,477 63,742 66,048 68,29815 58,693 60,993 63,346 65,649 67,947 70,25416 59,798 62,207 64,477 66,778 68,999 71,52217 61,586 63,860 66,176 68,390 70,733 73,54718 63,046 65,258 68,143 70,402 72,713 75,12019 64,393 66,766 70,384 72,591 74,879 77,29320 66,126 68,377 72,038 74,273 76,491 78,952
Doctorate
=
$1,200 steps 21 - 30+ Incremented .014
WESTERN SOPPOLK BOCES TEACHINGA8SISTAm SALARYSCHEDULE1998-99
A A-I B B-1 C C-l D D-l BR.S. R.S.+15 B.S.+30 B.S.+45 B.S.+'O R.S.+75 B.S.+90 R.S.+105 SA
01 24,594 25,738 26,985 28,112 29,713 31,096 32,480 33,876 35,27902 24,861 26,049 27,252 28,378 29,978 31,364 32,745 34,143 35,54703 25,151 26,342 27,545 28,671 30,269 31,654 33,035 34,435 35,83704 25,466 26,662 27,861 28,989 30,588 31,973 33,357 34,754 36,15505 25,741 26,927 28,127 29,249 30,839 32,219 33,600 34,990 36,38705+ 27,418 28,452 29,104 30,317 31,148 32,382 33,732 35,123 36,519
Longevity: 10+ years
= $1,000 15+ years
= $2,000
AODZKIC
WESTERR SUPPOLK BOCES 'l'DCIIZR SALARY SCHEDULE 1999-00
A B C D II P G B I
-B BA BA+15 BA+30 BA+U BA+60
1m ~0+30 KMU 1f&4i1:ft
,,~
~o,~o~ 38,482 40,275 42,338 44,080 45,717 47,453 48,930 50,504
02 36,746 38,989 40,813 42,904 44,672 46,343 48,108 49,614 51,218
03 37,289 39,567 41,428 43,549 45,352 47,057 48,854 50,396 52,036
04 37,844 40,156 42,047 44,208 46,044 47,782 49,534 50,872 52,864
05 38,278 40,614 42,532 44,712 46,577 48,340 50,195 51,796 53,494
06 40,289 42,740 44,755 47,041 49,003 50,861 52,816 54,507 56,299
07 40,375 43,603 45,667 48,015 50,018 51,973 53,931 55,682 57,512
08 42,134 44,693 46,813 49,231 51,279 53,341 55,196 57,010 58,890
09 43,145 45,751 47,964 50,458 52,562 54,752 56,725 58,621 60,551
10 44,032 46,750 49,018 51,835 53,816 56,264 58,330 60,318 62,321
11 45,222 48,045 50,425 53,144 55,405 57,756 59,935 62,037 64,121
12 46,055 49,330 51,787 54,247 56,821 59,049 61,315 63,482 65,666
U'I 13 53,635 56,455 58,827 60,956 63,225 65,418 67,600
w 14 55,261 58,313 60,694 63,146 65,472 67,841 70,151
15 60,286 62,"648 65,065 67,430 69,791 72,161
16 61,420 63,895 66,227 68,591 70,872 73,464
17 62,817 65,137 67,499 69,758 72,148 75,018
18 64,307 66,563 69,506 71,810 74,167 76,622
19 65,680 68,101 71,792 74,043 76,377 78,838
20 67,448 69,744 73,478 75,759 78,021 80,531
Doctorate = $1,200 steps 21 - 30+ Incremented .014
WESTERNStJPFOLIt BOCES TEACHING ASSISTANT SALARYSCHEDULE 1999-00
A A-1 B B-1 C C-1 D D-1 E
Rdh R.S.+15 R.S.+30 R.S.+45 B.S.+&O B.S.+75 R.S.+90 R.S.+105 BA
01 25,681 26,876 28,178 29,355 31,026 32,471 33,915 35,373 36,839
02 25,960 27,200 28,456 29,633 31,303 32,750 34,192 35,652 37,118
03 26,262 27,506 28,762 29,938 31,607 33,053 34,496 35,957 37,421
04 26,592 27,840 29,093 30,270 31,940 33,387 34,831 36,290 37,753
05 26,878 28,117 29,370 30,542 32,203 33,643 35,085 36,537 37,996
05+ 28,629 29,710 30,390 31,657 32,525 33,813 35,223 36,675 38,133
Longevity: 10+ years
=
$1,000 15+ years <= $2,000
VOCA'l'%ORAL
ns'l'EIUI SUPPOLK BOCES 'l'OCHER SALARY SCHEDOLE 1999-00
A B C D B F G II I
UDcertitie4 PROV PROV+15 PROV+30 PROV+45 PROV+'O BS+PROV BS+15+PROV BS+PERH
PERIl PERH+15 PERII+30 PERII+45 PERII+'O PERII+7501 36,269 38,482 40,275 42,338 44,080 45,717 47,453 48,930 50,50402 36,746 38,989 40,813 42,904 44,672 46,343 48,108 49,614 51,21803 37,289 39,567 41,428 43,549 45,352 47,057 48,854 50,396 52,03604 37,844 40,156 42,047 44,208 46,044 47,782 49,534 50,872 52,86405 38,278 40,614 42,532 44,712 46,577 48,340 50,195 51,796 53,49406 40,289 42,740 44,755 47,041 49,003 50,861 52,816 54,507 56,29907 40,375 43,603 45,667 48,015 50,018 51,973 53,931 55,682 57,51208 42,134 44,693 46,813 49,231 51,279 53,341 55,196 57,010 58,89009 43,145 45,751 47,964 50,458 52,562 54,752 56,725 58,621 60,55110 44,032 46,750 49,018 51,835 53,816 56,264 58,330 60,318 62,32111 45,222 48,045 50,425 53,144 55,405 57,756 59,935 62,037 64,12112 46,055 49,330 51,787 54,247 56,821 59,049 61,315 63,482 65,66613 53,635 56,455 58,827 60,956 63,225 65,418 67,600
U'1 14 55,261 58,313 60,694 63,146 65,472 67,841 70,151
.b 15 60,286 62,648 65,065 67,430 69,791 72,16116 61,420 63,895 66,227 68,591 70,872 73,46417 62,817 65,137 67,499 69,758 72,148 75,01818 64,307 66,563 69,506 71,810 74,167 76,62219 65,680 68,101 71,792 74,043 76,377 78,83820 67,448 69,744 73,478 75,759 78,021 80,531
Doctorate
=
$1,200 Steps 21 - 30+ IDcremeDte4 .014
WESTERN SUPPOLK BOCES '!'DCHING ASSIS'l'ANT SALARY SCHEDULE 1999-00
A A-1 B B-1 C C-1 D D-1 EK.S. K.S.+15 K.S.+30 K.S.+45 II.S.+'O II.S.+75 II.S.+90 II.S.+105 BA
-
01 25,681 26,876 28,178 29,355 31,026 32,471 33,915 35,373 36,83902 25,960 27,200 28,456 29,633 31,303 32,750 34,192 35,652 37,11803 26,262 27,506 28,762 29,938 31,607 33,053 34,496 35,957 37,42104 26,592 27,840 29,093 30,270 31,940 33,387 34,831 36,290 37,75305 26,878 28,117 29,370 30,542 32,203 33,643 35,085 36,537 37,99605+ 28,629 29,710 30,390 31,657 32,525 33,813 35,223 36,675 38,133
Lonqevity: 10+ years
=
$1,000 15+ years
=
$2,000
ITEM 1996-97 1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 .
Doctorate $1,100 $1,100 $1,200 $1,200
Coordin 1-'7 $3,426 $3,546 $3,670 $3,866
Coordin 7+ $6,365 $6,588 $6,819 $7,183
Guidance $ 400 $ 400 $ 400 $ 400
Coach $1,656 $1,714 $1,774 $1,869
Newsletter/
Yearbook $2,588 $2,678 $2,772 $2,920
Student Club $ 500 $ 500 $ 500 $ 510
A
Teen Club $2,329 $2,410 $2,495 $2,628
Special
Olympics $2,096 $2,169 $2,245 $2,365
Tutoring $ 58.73 $ 61.66 $ 64.75 $ 69.19
Chaperonin~: $ 52.29 $ 54.90 $ 57.65 $ 61.61
APPENDIX 10
STIPENDS
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ScheduleA
RESOLUTION REGARDING HEALTH BENEFITS FOR RETIREES
WHEREAS, the BOCES has established the SUFFOLK III HEALTH PLAN which plan
provides health care benefits substantially equivalent to that provided by the State Plan currently
otTered by the State of New York (i.e., the Empire Plan) to participating public agencies, and
WHEREAS, the BOCES currently provides health care benefits to its retired employees
under the aegis of the afore described Empire Plan pursuant to the authority and as provided in prior
resolutions of this Board as well as negotiated labor contracts with various of the bargaining agents
of units of its employees, and
WHEREAS, counsel has advised that under the law, the BOCES is permitted to change
health care benefit plans for its current and future retirees provided that benefit structure is
substantially equivalent to that otTered by the Empire health benefit plan and provided further that
in certain of its labor contracts that employees' percentage is not increased, and
WHEREAS, BOCES has determined that is more economical to provide health care
benefits to its retirees under the aegis of the SutTolkIII Health Plan without substantial modification
of the current benefit structure,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that etTective July I, 1989 all retirees
currently and in the future who are entitled under Board policy or labor contract to the provision of
health insurance benefits by the BOCES shall as of the aforesaid etTective date no longer be
provided such coverage under the Empire Plan and in place and stead thereof they shall heretofore
be covered by the SUFFOLK III HEALTH PLAN, pursuant to the rates of contribution established
.
in a certain resolution of this Board adopted on March 14, 1989 and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that if any rules, regulations or laws of the State of New
York mandate continued coverage in the Empire Plan for current or future retirees, then BOCES'
rate of contribution is hereby established at the minimum rates allowed under the law for those
retirees choosing to remain covered by the Empire Plan, notwithstanding said previous resolution
of this Board which may establish ditTerent rates of contribution.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the District Superintendent of Schools is directed to take all
necessary and prudent steps to etTectuate the foregoing.
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ScbeduleB
ELIGIBILITY FOR HEALTH BENEFITS FOR RETIREES
WHEREAS, it is the intention of the Board of Cooperative Educational Services to clarifY and
modifY the eligibility for health benefits for future retirees,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the following policy shall apply to all eligible retirees with
the exception of those staff members whose health insurance benefitS have been specifically
covered under r.egotiated contracts.
A. Staff emp1c yed prior to July I, 1988 and have serVed a minimum of 10 years of active service
with WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES will be eligible for the following at the time of
retirement. il The Board of Cooperative Educational Services shall provide the same benefit
level for individual or individual and family coverage in the health program for staff who have
retired under this policy as the Board provides for active employees covered in the same unit or
classification.
B. StafT employed after July I, 1988 and have served a minimum of 10 years of active service
with WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES shall be eligible for the following at the time of
retirement. .
(1) The Board of Cooperative Educational Services shall contribute 50% of the amount
cont,ibuted for current employees for individual or individual and family coverage in
the t,ealth program.
(2) For ~ch additional year of service beyond the 10 years with BOCES, the Board of
Cooperative Educational Services' contribution shall increase by 5% per year to a
maximum of the same dollar amount paid for active employees covered in the same
unit I)rclassification.
. eligible to receive benefits under the New York State Employees or Teachers Retirement System
NOTE: (a) Based on the recruitment needs of BOCES, the District Superintendent, at the time of
em(,loyment, may grant by exception prior service credit for BOCES credit under
See! ion B(2). Such credit shall become effective at the completion of 10 years of active
service with WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES.
(b) Benefit level may be provided through an insured program, or BOCES self funded and/or
in combination with Medicare, where applicable.
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Schedule C
SUFFOLK III HEALTH PLAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE
An advisory committee comprised of proportional representation of the membership in the
SutTolk III Health Plan shall be set up to advise WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES about recommended
other changes and their related cost prior to such changes being accepted by WESTERN SUFFOLK
BOCES.
The committee shall also review all mandated changes by the New York State Health
Insurance Program for insured programs and shall consider whether or not to include such
recommendations within the health benefits provided under this contract. Recommendations shall
include an actuarial estimate of the cost of the recommendations.
The Advisory Committee of WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES shall also have the opportunity
of meeting with the SutTolk III Board on an semi-annual basis to review any problems regarding claims
procedures or processing services. The committee shall also receive an annual actuarial report of the
previous twelve months experiences as it applies to members. The actuarial report shall also provide
projections for the next two years.
The committee shall also receive annual reports regarding the general nature of the claims
history in dollars and percents for the previous twelve months for members. This information shall be
reported by the Claims Administrator, and Unit I shall have the opportunity of a formal presentation, if
so requested.
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Schedule 0-1
AGREEMENT by and between the BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES,
SECOND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT, SUFFOLK COUNTY, NEW YORK, with otlices for the
transaction ofhusiness located at 507 Deer Park Road, Dix Hills, New York (hereinafter referred to as
WESTERN SlIFFOLK BOCES) and
an employee of WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES, residing at
(hereinafter referred to as the EMPLOYEE)
WHEFEAS, WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES has agreed in its labor contract, revised January
I, 1990, with thl: WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES Faculty Association to grant participation in BOCES'
Suffolk III Health Plan to the extent hereafter described for certain employees who retire on or after
December 31, 1989, and
WHEREAS, the EMPLOYEE was actively employed by Western Suffolk on and before
December 31, 1~189, and
WHEREAS, this agreement has been made between the WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES and
the EMPLOYEE to establish a binding contractual obligation on the part of the WESTERN SUFFOLK
BOCES to continue certain health benefits for the life of the retired EMPLOYEE, as the same is more
particularly herein described, during the EMPLOYEE'S retirement.
NOW, '.:HEREFORE, it is agreed as follows:
I. The EMPLOYEE represents to the BOCES that he/she is, or shall be on the effective date of
retirement, fifty-five (55) years of age or older and will qualify for retirement under the
terms, provisions and regulations of the New York State Teachers Retirement System., or
that he/she has been approved for retirement under a retirement incentive plan ofthe BOCES
containing a provision granting health insurance into retirement.
2. The E.V1PLOYEErepresents to the BOCES that he/she shall retire from active service
effectire and that the EMPLOYEE has simultaneously submitted
herewilh a written resignation to the BOCES effective the date of retirement.
3. The BOCES herewith agrees to grant retiring EMPLOYEES those health benefits under
conditions described in certain BOCES' policies, to wit:
a. Board Policy Regarding Health Program -revised March 14, 1989 as modified to the
fol;owing extent for purposes of this agreement only:
I) ParagraphA: .
"Staff employed prior to July 1. 1990 and who have served a minimum of 10 years of
active service with the BOCES will be eligible for the following at the time of
letirement. The Board of Cooperative Educatiomil Services shall provide the same
henefit level for individual or individual and family coverage in the health program
lor staff who have retired under this policy as the Board provides for active
fmployees covered in the same unit or classification." In addition health insurance
for retirees shall be at the rate of 100% individual and 90% family coverage.
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2) Paragraph B shall be deemed modified to the extent of changing the reference
therein to "1988" to "1990."
b. Resolution Regarding Health Benefits for Retirees -dated June 22, 1989 as modified by
the following, for purposes of this agreement only:
The following paragraph shall be deemed deleted from the above resolution:
I)
"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that if any rules, regulations or laws of the State of
New York mandate continued coverage in the Empire Plan for current or future
retirees, then BOCES' rate of contribution is hereby established at the minimum
rates allowed under the law for those retirees choosing to remain covered by the
Empire Plan, notwithstanding said previous resolution of this Board which may
establish different rates of contribution."
2) In place and stead thereof, BOCES agrees that in any rules, regulations or laws of
the State of New York mandate coverage for the retired EMPLOYEES in the then
State Government Employees Health Insurance Plan (at the current time, the
"Empire Plan") for current or future retirees, then BOCES' rate of contribution to
premium costs will be equivalent to the then BOCES' rate of contribution to
premium costs under the Suffolk III Program as the same may be reduced by
providing health benefits in conjunction with benefits provided under Medicare
and/or any other available state or federal law or program that may then or in the
future provide health benefits to the EMPLOYEE
c. Said policies are incorporated by reference but not merged herein.
d. It is specifically understood and agreed that the aforesaid Board policy extends to retired
employees of the BOCES, and to the EMPLOYEE, health benefits equal to the same
benefit level that the BOCES provides for active employees who are bargaining unit
members of the bargaining unit represented by the Western Suffolk BOCES Faculty
Association. Hence, the level of benefits granted to the retiree at the time of retirement
may change and/or be modified to the extent of changes and/or modification of benefit
level that is extended to active employees who are unit members of the bargaining unit
represented by the Western Suffolk BOCES Faculty Association.
4. The EMPLOYEE acknowledges that his/her health benefits are solely established by and
provided through the Suffolk III Health Plan by application of the aforesaid Board policies to
him/her, subject to the provisions of paragraph 3 above. The EMPLOYEE further agrees that
all claims for reimbursement shall be submitted pursuant to and in accordance with the
procedures established by the BOCES. The EMPLOYEE agrees that the BOCES may make
changes in the aforesaid procedures from time to time.
5. Notwithstanding the foregoing, BOCES reserves the right to provide the level of health
benefits required by this agreement to the EMPLOYEE through an insured health plan, or a
BOCES self-funded plan (or combination thereof), and/or in conjunction with benefits
provided under Medicare and/or any other available state or federal law or program that may
in the future provide a health benefit to the EMPLOYEE.
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By the signature which appears below, the BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES, S:COND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT, acknowledges that this agreement has been
adopted by a fonn resolution of the BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES,
SECOND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT at a duly constituted meeting of the BOARD OF
COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, SECOND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT.
Dated:
-- BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES,
Dated:
-- EMPLOYEE
Dated:
--
Certified-Clerk of the Board
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Schedule D-2
AGREEMENT by and between the BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES,
SECOND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT, SUFFOLK COUNTY, NEW YORK, with offices for the
transaction of business located at 507 Deer Park Road, Dix Hills, New York (hereinafter referred to as
WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES) and
an employee of WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES, residing at
(hereinafter referred to as the EMPLOYEE)
WHEREAS, WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES has agreed in its labor contract, revised January
I, 1990, with the WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES Faculty Association to grant participation in BOCES'
Suffolk III Health Plan to the extent hereafter described for certain employees who retire on or after
December 31, 1989, and
WHEREAS, the EMPLOYEE was actively employed by Western Suffolk after December 31,
1989,and
WHEREAS, this agreement has been made between the WESTERN SUFFOLK BOCES and
the EMPLOYEE to establish a binding contractual obligation on the part of the WESTERN SUFFOLK
BOCES to continue certain health benefits for the life of the retired EMPLOYEE, as the same is more
particularly herein described, during the EMPLOYEE'S retirement.
NOW, THEREFORE, it is agreed as follows:
I. The EMPLOYEE represents to the BOCES that he/she is, or shall be on the effective date of
retirement, fifty-five (55) years of age or older and will qualify for retirement under the
terms, provisions and regulations of the New York State Teachers Retirement System, or that
he/she has been approved for retirement under a retirement incentive plan of the BOCES
containing a provision granting health insurance into retirement.
2. The EMPLOYEE represents to the BOCES that he/she shall retire from active service
effective and that the EMPLOYEE has simultaneously submitted
herewith a written resignation to the BOCES effective the date of retirement.
3. The BOCES herewith agrees to grant retiring EMPLOYEES those health benefits under
conditions described in certain BOCES" policies, to wit:
a. Board Policy Regarding Health Program - revised March 14, 1989 as modified to the
following extent for purposes of this agreement only:
I) Paragraph A:
"Staff employed prior to July I, 1990 and who have served a minimum of 10
years of active service with the BOCES will be eligible for the following at the
time of retirement. The Board of Cooperative Educational Services shall
provide the same benefit level for individual or individual and family coverage
in the health program for staff who have retired under this policy as the Board
provides for active employees covered in the same unit or classification." In
addition health insurance for retirees shall be at the rate of 100% individual and
90% family coverage.
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2) Paragraph B shall be deemed modified to the extent of changing the reference
therein to "July I, 1988" to "December 31, 1990."
b. Resolution Regarding Health Benefits for Retirees -dated June 22, 1989 as moditied by
die following, for purposes of this agreement only:
The follo\\ ing paragraph shall be deemed deleted from the above resolution:
I: "BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that if any rules, regulations or laws of the State of
New York mandate continued coverage in the Empire Plan for current or future
retirees, then BOCES' rate of contribution is hereby established at the minimum
rates allowed under the law for those retirees choosing to remain covered by the
Empire Plan, notwithstanding said previous resolution of this Board which may
establish different rates of contribution."
2) In place and stead thereof, QOCES agrees that in any rules, regulations or laws of
the State of New York mandate coverage for the retired EMPLOYEES in the then
State Government Employees Health Insurance Plan (at the current time, the
"Empire Plan") for current or future retirees, then BOCES' rate of contribution to
premium costs will be equivalent to the then BOCES' rate of contribution to
premium costs under the Suffolk III Program as the same may be reduced by
providing health benefits in conjunction with benefits provided under Medicare
and/or any other available state or federal law or program that may then or in the
future provide health benefits to the EMPLOYEE
c. Said policies are incorporated by reference but not merged herein.
d. It i~:specifically understood and agreed that the aforesaid Board policy extends to retired
employees of the BOCES, and to the EMPLOYEE, health benefits equal to the same
benefit level that the BOCES provides for active employees who are bargaining unit
members of the bargaining unit represented by the Western Suffolk BOCES Faculty
Association. Hence, the level of benefits granted to the retiree at the time of retirement
may change and/or be modified to the extent of changes and/or modification of benefit
lev( I that is extended to active employees who are unit members of the bargaining unit
represented by the Western Suffolk BOCES Faculty Association.
4. The EMPLOYEE acknowledges that hislher health benefits are solely established by and
provided through the Suffolk III Health Plan by application of the aforesaid Board policies to
himlher, subject to the provisions of paragraph 3 above. The EMPLOYEE further agrees that
all claims for reimbursement shall be submitted pursuant to and in accordance with the
procedur;:s established by the BOCES. The EMPLOYEE agrees that the BOCES may make
changes 10 the aforesaid procedures from time to time.
5. NotwithsMding the foregoing, BOCES reserves the right to provide the level of health
benefits required by this agreement to the EMPLOYEE through an insured health plan, or a
BOCES self-funded plan (or combination thereof), and/or in conjunction with benefits
provided under Medicare and/or any other available state or federal law or program that may
in the future provide a health benefit to the EMPLOYEE.
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By the signature which appears below, the BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES, SECOND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT, acknowledges that this agreement has been
adopted by a fonn resolution of the BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES,
SECOND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT at a duly constituted meeting of the BOARD OF
COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, SECOND SUPERVISORY DISTRICT.
Dated:
BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES.
Dated:
EMPLOYEE
Dated:
Certified-Clerk of the Board
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